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SUMMARY
Companies that would like to measure their environmental performance need to answer the
fundamental questions or what they must measure. how to measure. and how they should
communicate those measurements to their stakeholders (Piasecki tlol.I999). Companies also
need to align such measurements with the business goals of increasing productivity and
efficiency of natuml resource utilization whilst ensuring environmental protection and
continually improving environmental performance. This study. conducted for an automotive
components manufsciuring company can be thought or as aimed at answering the question
"what indicators can be used to measure, monitor. track, benchmark, evaluate. communicate or
report on our company's environmentalperformance and in sodoing reduce costs from resource
consumption? ..
This study develops Environmental Performance Indicators (EPls) consistent with the automotive
components manufacturing company's environmental policy. rclevant legislation and significant
aspects. These EPls are then applied to energy, water, waste and training data of the automotive
components manufacturing company to tmck the company's environmental performance with
respect to resource consumption and waste generation. This is done in order to gain an
understanding of how increased production is influencing environmental performance, to reduce
costs and, to aid the automotive components manufacturing company to continually improve its
environmental performance. The EPls developed are then evaluated against the intemational
Global Report Initiative (GRI) sustainability guidelines' EPls. Finally, the EPls developed arc
suggested as a generic sct of EPls for similar process-based manufacturing companies, (after
slight modifications), to assist in measuring a compnnics past, current and future environmental
performance.
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OPSOMMING
Maatskapye wat hul omgewings prestasie wil meet moet die volgendc fundamcntelc me kan
beantwoord. Watmoet gemcet word? lloe rmct dit gerncet word? lloe rnoct die resultate un die
bclanghcbbendes gekomunikeer word? (Piasecki et 811999] Maatskapcye moet oak die resultatc
in Iyn bring metdie bcsigheid se doelstellings. Die doelstellings verwys na boer produktiwiteit en
efTektiwiteit van natuurlike hulpbron verbruik. asook die beskenning en volgehoue bcvordcring
van omgewings prestasie. Hierdic studie,WIt gedoen is vir 'n motor onderdele vervaardiger. kan
help om vandie bogenoemde vrac te bcantwoord. Die vraag. walter indibton lean gebruik word
om te meet. te monitor. op te volg. maatstawwc te ste~ te evaluecr en te kommunikeer en verslag
te doen oar die maatskapy se omgewings prestasies. en terselfdetyd ons kostcs van hulpbronnc
vcrbruik tc beperk,
Hicrdie studic ontwikkel Omgewings Prestasie Indikaton (EPls] in oareenstemming met die
motor onderdelc vervaardiger se omgewings strategie. asook relcvante wetgewing en ander
nocmenswaardige aspekte. Hicrdie [EPls] word toegepas op energie-, water-, arval- en
oplcidings-data van die gegewe vcrvaardiger om die verbruik van hulpbrormc en generasie van
afval te volg. Dh word gedoen om 'n idee te kry van die invlocd wat vcrhoogde produksie op
omgewings prcstasic, koste bcsparings om die moto~ ondcrdelc vervaardigcr te help om sy
omgcwings prcstasie te verbeter, Die (EPls] wat ontwikkcl is word dan cvalueer teen die
internasionale Olobal Report Initiative (ORt] se valhoubaarheids [EPI] riglync. Laastens, die
(EPls] wat ontwikkel isword as 6 0 gencriesc [EPls] voorgestel virsoortgelyke prosesgebaseerde
vervaardigings maatskapyc om hulle by tcstun in die bepaling van diemaatskapy sc omgewings
prcstasie vandie verlede, bedeen toekoms.
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I. INTRODUCfION
1.1 Background
Environmental management has become an important issue in South Africa because of the
negative impacts that business activities can exert on the environment (Department of
Environmental Affairs and Tourism (ilEAT), 1996; lIeld et 01, 1996; Fitzgerald et al, 1997;
Puggle and Rsble, 1998). There is a need to grow the country's economy whilst preventing lII1d
mitigating environmental damage caused by business activities (DEAT, 1999a; KPMG,20oo;
IEF, 2002; Harris, 2003). There is also a need to provide resources for a growing population
(DEAT, I 999a); to report on business environmental performance (KPMG 2000; Dekker2002a),
and to utilize the country's natuml resources using a sustainable development ethic (Hugo etal,
1997; DEAT, 19998; DEAT, 1999b). Sustainable development may be defined as "meeting the
needs of the curren; generation without compromising the ability offuture genera/Ions to meet
their own" (Lawrence 1997, p.24).
In the past, economic and business development in South Africa used the country's mineral and
natuml resources with little concern for long term environmental impacts,"""'-whic:h led to the
formation of unacceptable waste and the unsustainable use of non-renewable resources (Bryne,
1997; Fitzgerald et al, 1997; DEAT, 19998; DEAT, 2001; Budnik-Lees, 2003).. '1~4, the
advent of a democracy resulted in the adoption of a Constitution which provid for legal
. protection of environ ental rights for allcitizens. Section 24(a) of the Constitutio states that
" everyone has the rlgh - (a) /0 an environment that is not harm.fulto their heattb r wellbeing
...". Section 24(b) stat that " everyone has the right ....(b) to have the environm nt prottettd.
for tM benefit of prt / and futur« generatlom. through rtasonable leglslat e and other
mtasures that» (/) pre» ntpollution and teologlcal degradation: (II) promote conservation,' and
(III) secure celllollically sustainabl« Jcvtlopment and usc ofmlllral resources while promoting
Ju.'tiflahlc economic an social clevclopmtnt (Uamord, I999, p.SO·SI). This Constitution and the
re·integration ofSouth frica into thc intcmational world gave rise toa re-evaluation of policies,
Icgislation and stratcg used for environmental protection (Fuggle & Rabie, 1998; Barnard,
1999: DEAT, 2001).
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Presently. in line with global environmental demands to reduce the effect ofglobal environmental
problems suchasozone layer depiction. global warming, environmental pollution and theuse and
transportation ofhazardous substances. South Africa has become a signatory to various trade and
International Agreements and Conventions such as the Montreal Protocol. in which the country
commits to phase out ozone depleting substances by 2030; the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate ChanRe (UNFCCC) which aims at stabilizing concentrations of gases
causing climate change and the Basel Convention on Control of Trans-boundary Movements 0/
llazardous Wastes anti Their Disposal ("amanJ. 1999; DEAT.1999b; DEAT 2001). In addition.
some South African businesses have voluntarily adopted intemational environmental standards
such as ISO 14001 to improve their environmental performance in line with the sustainable
development ethic (Visser. 2000; KPMG. 2001; IEF. 2002).
Various low reforms, started after 1994. such as the passing in 1998 of the National
Environmental Management Act (Act /07 of 1998) (NEMA) and the National Water Act (Act 36
of /998) (NWA). the review ofnotional ambient air qualitystandards and the publishing in 2000
of a White Paper on Integrated Pollution and Waste Management for South Africa. were all.:
aimed at developing more stringent environmental legislation to improve environmental
management of all economic sectors including the manufacturing sector. of which the
automotive components manufacturing industry is a sub-sector. This will. hopefully. lead to a
minimization of damage to the environment (DEAT. 2001). Further, the passing in 2000 of the
Promotion 0/Access to In/ormat/on ACI (Act 2 0/2000) (PAIA), provides for greater access by
affected parties. such B5 those concerned about a business' environmental impact on their well-
being. to information which may result in the increased scrutiny of the environmental
performance of companies in all sectors of the South African economy. At the same time the
administration and integration of all spheres of government is being implemented to better
control issuespenaining to effective environmental management (DEAT. 200I).
For effective environmental management, industries need to consult with various stakeholders
like the government. shareholders. the public and non-government organi7.otions to discuss their
environmental ptrformanct (Barnard. 1999). The ISO 14031:1999 standard vicws cnvlronmtnto/
performance B5 the ftill.. or an 0fRanlutlon'. maalgemeat or Its eavlronmental Ilptets
such as materials consumption. wastcs and emissions generation. while the ISO 14001 :1996
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standanJ views tnvlronmenlal per/of'manct as results that mlY be measured 1IIIDst the
eompaay'. fDvlroDmeali1 policy, obJectiveSIDd target. (ISO, 1999). In addition, there are
increased requirements for transparency, corporate accountability DI1d reporting on the
performance of companies along the •• triple bottom line" (KPMG. 2000; Visser, 2000), which
incorporates financial, social and environmental responsibilities into annual reports (KPMG,
2000; Visser, 2000; llarris, 2003). Progressive companies such as Sasol, SAB, Eskom, Anglo
American, BllP Ilillilon,to name a few, are lllking the lead in this regard (Budnik-Lees,2003).
The King Report on Corporate Governance, commonly called "King II" which appeared in 2002,
emphasizes transparency and the reporting ofnon-financial matters in company annual financial
reports (Dekker, 20oob; KPMG, 200 I). This enables South African companies to demonstrate
responsible corporate governance and cltizenshlp as these reports include environmental
performance of the reporting company and hence the trend of reporting environmental
performance is expected to increase (KPMG 2001; IEF, 2002). Government environmental
management policies demand that manufacturing processes that may result in environmental
damage be controlled through the passing of laws such as NEMA and regulations to protect the
environment (DEAT,1999a; Barnard, 1999).
In South Africa the manufacturing sector is an important generator of foreign exchange
generating in excess of R400 billion per annum to the country. The manufacturing sector, of
which automotive components manufacturers are part, is affected by the increased requirements
for reporting as well as by the legislation for better environmental management. The growth of
many manufacturing companies in South Africa in the past decade, was a result ofrnanufaeturing
more products and business growth was considered to be in direct proportion to the consumption
of energy and raw materials resulting in waslc and emissions ~m operations (Budnik-Lees,
2003). This is, however, changing owing to increased environmental legislative control such as
\
the requirement to conduct Em'/ronmtnlallmpacl Asst3Smtnt.r (ElAs) as well as the increased
pressure to improve and report environmental performance, leading to many progressive
companies in South Africa adopting volunlory international standards such as the ISO
1400I:1996 for environmental management (namard, 1999; Visser, 2000) •
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In order to monitor, uack, benchmark (compare). evaluate, communicate or report a company's
environmental performance. indicators called" Environmental Performance Indicators" (EPls)
lIJ'C used. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO), in its ISO 14031:1999
guidelines, defines an Envlronmenta' Perf0rman£e Indlntor (EPI) as a "speclj1c expression
that provides Information about the organlzatlon's environmental performance". e.g. electricity
consumption per unit of production output, quantity of hazardous waste generated per year,
progress on local environmental remediation activities. quantity of S~ emitted per year and
degree ofcompliance with regulations. EPls are used to evaluate the performance of a company
in a processcalled environmental performance evaluation (EPE), (ISO. 1999).
EPE is then defined in the ISO 14031:1999 guidelines as a "process to facllltate management
decisions regarding an organization's environmental performance by selecting Indicators.
collecting andanaly.rlng data, assessing Information against performance criteria. reporting and
communicating, and periodically reviewing and Improving this process" (ISO. 1999, p.2).
This study, which will concentrate on an automotive components company in the manufacturing
industry in South Africa, will develop and evaluate EPIs which will be used to assess the
environmental performance of the company. These EPls can be used in the monitoring,
evaluat ion, benchmarking and reporting of the environmental performance in the company to
demonstrate if environmental management policies, strategies and practices used to control
environmental aspects are effective. The specific automotive components manufacturing
company is affected by the increased national environmental legislation in South Africa as well
as by pressure from an international customer to align its production with the ISO 14001
management system inorderto demonstrate protection of the environment during itsproduction
processes. Further pressure comes from the Promotion 0/Access to Information Act 2 0/2000
(PAJA) by which a range ofstakeholderssuch as the government. shareholders, localcommunity
and employees may request access to information pertaining to theenvironmental performance of
the company. Although the EPls developed in this study are developed for an automotive
components manufacturing company. they could in fact be used in any process - based
manufacturing company to track. monitor and report environmental performance. This may
depend on slight adjustments being made to the EPls. So this is in fact the development of a set
ofgtoerte EPI. for a manufacturing company.
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The maia aim or .blt .'udy is to develop EPls consistent with the automotive components
manufacturing company's environmental policy which will then enable the measurement ofpast,
current and future environmental perfonnance in terms of efficiency and environmental system
effectiveness. This will in fact be the development ofa generic se. or EPI. which could in tum
be used in anymanufacturing industry which isprocess based.
The development of EPls will enable the seuing of targets for continual environmental
improvement and cost reduction, and will enable the automotive components manufacturing
company to determine how the current production has affected the company's environmental
performance in terms of resource consumption and waste generation. These EPls can later be
used as a benchmarking (comparison) tool for evaluating automotive components manufacturing
company's environmental performance with sister companies in order to encourage inter-site
improvements.
Tbis study is important because it will enable the companyto:
• Develop useful EPls to assist the company to measure its past, current and future
environmental performance.
• Develop EPIs which will enable the sctting of environmental objectives and targets for
continual environmental improvements. An environmental objective is defined as an
..overall environmentalgoal. arising from the environmentalpolicy, that an organization sets
Itselfto achieve, andwhich Is quantifiable where practicable" and an envtronmental target
is .. a detailed performance requirement, quantified wher« practicable. applicable to the
organization orparts thereof. that arises/rom the environmental objectives. and thatneecb to
beset and met inorder to achieve those objectives. .. (SARS, 1996, p.2 ).
• Track the automotive components manufacturing company's past environmental performance
in resourceconsumption trends and waste generation trends.
• /fave a benchmarking tool for the automotive components manufacturing company with its
sistercompanies, thus enabling environmental improvements and cost reduction in all sites.
• Establish ifcurrcnt production increase has resulted inan increase in waste production.
• Be used for reporting environmental performance for the automotive components
manufacturing company's first publishedenvironmental report.
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The environmental performance indicatorsdeveloped will aUempt to cover three central concepts
relevancy, mtilunblllty and romparablllty (Ski iiius and Wennberg, 1998). For this study, this
means that the EPls developed must be relevant to the automotive components manufacturing
company's environmental policy, must include measurable aspects ofenvironmental performance
such as energyconsumption, must facilitate comparisons with sister companies and othersimilar
process-based companies so as to facilitate environmental improvements and to increase
stakeholders' understanding of these companies environmental performance. Automotive
components manufacturing companies vary both in size and in the degree of impacts the)' cause
on the environment. lIaving EPls that are relevant, that increase the ease with which
environmental performance can be compared with an earlier period, that aid comparison with
other sites in the same company or comparison with other companies in the same Iine of business
can improve environmental performance of the automotive components manufacturing
companies.
.:
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2.STATEMENT OF TilE PROBLEM
To survive in the present climate of intense global competition, automotive components
manufacturing companies need to understand market demands such as quality. price and
delivery of reliable confonnance to standards (Barnes & Morris, 19(9). They must also respond
10 environmental demands to improve environmental performance (Ford, 200 I).
The automotive components manufacturing company in this study is situated at Bkurhulenl, in
the PWV &rca of the Gauteng province. The company has 450 employees. The company has
taken advantage of the Motor Industry Development Plan (MIDP) import and export
complementation plan to increase its production. The MIDP was introduced in the country in
1995 by the South African Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), and one of its objectives is
to increase the competitiveness of South African automotive components manufacturing
companies through the economics of scale of higher production volumes (Femades & Fourie,
2001). Increased export market demand for the automotive components manufacturing
company's product has resulted in an increase in consumption of energy and raw materials used
for production as well asan apparent increase in waste generation, The automotive components
manufacturing company seeks to: .:
(i) decreasecosts related to consumption ofenergy (electricity and gas), water and raw
materials;
(li) increaseoperational efficiencies;
(iii) determineif increased production hasresulted in increased waste generation;
(iv) decrease waste and costs associated with waste as pariof itscontinuous environmental
performance improvement process as required by its environmental management system; and
(v) worktowards publishing its first environmental report in2004.
In orderto facilitate Ihis the company therefore needs to:
• track its environmental pcrfonnance;
• detennine trends in consumption ofelectricity, PSt waterand raw materials; and
• setup achievable targets for environmental improvements.
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Suitable 1~ls willtherdore need to be fonnulated (ISO. 1999)toaid the company in meeting the
above objectives. These EPls will be used as a benchmarkingtool for evaluating the company's
performance withsister companies in order toencourage inter-site improvements.
la order to develop tbe aecasary EPIs, tbe Collowlag will be dOle:
• Adetailed explanation ofwhat EPls are will be given in See.lol .c.
• The manufacturing process of the automotive components manufac.uring company will be
explained anddiscussed so as to give anunderstanding ofwhat itsenvironmental aspects may
be (Sectloa S). An environmental aspect is an "element of an organization~ activities,
products or services lhat can Interact with the environment "(ISO. 1996 p.l ).
• Legislation applicable to the automotive components manufacturing company will be lisled
and its relevance to the activities ofthe automotive components manufacturing company(and
hence relevance to EPls to be developed) will be explained in Sectloa 6. The reason for this
is to enable selection of suitable EPls for the automotive components manufacturing
company's compliance requirements.
• The Environmental Policy and the significant aspects and impacts of the automotive
components manufacturing company will be discussed in Seellol 7 as the EPIs to be
developed must be consistent and relevant with the company's environmental policy and
significant environmental aspects and impacts (ISO,I999). A significant environmental
aspect is an environmental aspect that has or can have significant environmentalImpact
(ISO, 1996).
• EPIs relevant to the automotive components manufacturing company and which were
developed in Stc.lou 5 to 7 above willbelisted in Secdoa 8.
• The developed EPIs will be applied to existing automotive components manufacturing
company's environmental data to tnck and evaluateenvironmental pcrfonnancc in Secdoa 9.
• Thedeveloped EPls will be evaluated against the Global Reponing Initiative (GRI) EPIs for
suitability for~por1ing in Sectlo. 10. This evaluation willwist the automotive components
manufecturing company in preparing its first environmental~r1 for publishing purposes.
Theconcepts of~levancy, measurability and companbility of the EPls will be also evalu,1ed
in this ICCtion.
• Conclusionsdrlwn from the study will begiven in Seetlo. II.
8
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3. DATA COLLECTION AND METHODOLOGV
The data used in this study were based mainly on prc-cxisting available data in the fonn of
literature as well as the automotive components manufacturing company's production and
environmental management system records. Environmental management. environmental
performance evaluation and environmentallegislalion Iitemturc used includes: books, academic
text books, journals, standards, international and national codes of practice, governmental
guideline documents, govemment law publications, local council by-laws, published company
environmental and sustainability reports for companies suchas Sasol, Eskom, Nissen, Daimler
Chrysler, Anglo American, BMW and Umgeni Water for theperiod 2000 to 2002, and internet
articles.
Data specific to the automotive componentsmanufacturing company under study was obtained
from availablecompany data collected between 1997 and 2002 in electronic and hardcopy fonn.
The following automotive components manufacturing company data were used :
• the environmental policy, which was adopted in 1998
• environmental aspects and impacts list .:
• environmental legislation register
• production data for the period 1999 to 2002
• waterusc and costs for period 1999 to 2002
• gas usc andcosts from 1999 to 2002
• electricity consumption and cost for period 1997 to 2002
• training datafrom 1999 to 2002
• wastes generation figures 1999 to 2002
Water, and electricity consumption and costs were obtained from existing records of invoices
from the local council meter measurements. Gas consumption and eoss data were obtained from
gas meter reading and invoices from the gas provider Sasol. Waste data required were from
electronic company production records, wastemanifests and waste disposal certificates from the
waste disposal companies such as Wasle-tech.
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Data eGDStniats regarding the literature used in this study are:
• No published automotive components manufacturer's environmental reports or
sustainability reports were found during the literature search for this study. and, internet
articles on automotive components manufacturers data appeared to be for mainly marketing
purposeand had poor referencing.
• Owing to the proprietary nature of the processes used by the automotive components
manufacturing company, data such as the exact chemicalsused, and the products formed have
not been explicitly included in this study. Generic terms such as " powder chemicals, ..
" slurry," "substrate" and product "pieces" have been used as well as chemical elements
without giving the technical fonnulae of the compounds forming the raw materials. The
author believes that this does not impede the development of EPls that can be used by the
company. The advantage of this lack of specificity is hopefully the ease of applicability of
these EPls to any automotive componentsmanufacture.
.:
• The consumption of electricity data used for the automotive components manufacturing
company wasassumed to be due to production work onlyand no subtractions were made
for the electricity consumed in offices for heating and lighting. This was because the local
council, from whom the electricity invoices used were taken, used only one electricity meter
for measuring the consumption of electricity from both the factory and offices. The offices
draw relatively smaller amounts of electricity compared to production machinery and so,
although notstrictly correct, these electricity figures arc acceptable.
• Water bought was said to be "consumed" in production. This, in practice, was not strictly
true. The term "water consumed .. is the total water that used ror production including
waterevaporated in the process ofmanufacturing, water tankered away for disposal andwater
that was sent to municipal sewers from ablution facilities. Once again the council provided
one meter for measuring water consumption from the automotive components manufacturing
company.
10
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The methodolol)' ued in this report was to ftrStly undertake a literature search for EPIs to find
out what has been done nationally and internationally and toobtain a comprehension of types of
EPls and how they are used to measure a company's environmental performance. A literature
survey of the automotive components manufllcturing sector was performed to determine what
sector specific requirements were applicable to the company, soas incorporate these in the EPls
to be developed, where necessary. Then the automotive components manufacturing company's
specific company environmental policy (Annexure A), which was adopted in 1998 and is
reviewed annually, was examined so as to enable development ofEPls relevant to the company
environmental policy. On completion of this, the automotive components manufacturing
company's significant aspects - as laid out in the company'saspects and impacts register,aswell
as the objectives and targets - as laid out in the company's objectives and targets register were
studied. Those aspects that were considered significant owing to their potential impacts on the
environment or owing to their cost to the automotive components manufacturing company as
well as management's objectives and targets were selected to develop the EPls. (The company
uses a matrix to rate their aspects as either significant or not significant. using a multi-
disciplinary team consisting of environmental, safety and production personnel to arrive at a
significant rating of environmental aspects (Annexure B). The team has all received
environmental training).
Consideration was also given ofthe company's production reports, and the terminology used. For
example, using the term "pieces" instead of the term "products" for manufactured goods was
used to encourage the assimilation of the EPls to be chosen within the company's reporting
systems, and to improve management's understanding of how production was influencing
environmental pcrfonnancc.
The Ekurhulenl plumbing and effluent by-laws were considered for selecting EPls for water and
effluents as compliance to legislation is a good environmental perfonnance indicator. Relevant
legislation as documented in the company's legal register (Section 6, Tlble 3, p.29) was referred
to before deciding which EPls to select.
Using the information from the environmental policy, significant environmental aspects and
impllCts. the aucomocivc components manufacturing company's production reports as well as
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relevant legislation applicable to the automotive components manufncturing company. EPts were
formulated. Production management's comments were solicited by the author on the formulated
EPls using discussion meetings. At these meetings questions were asked of production
management what the frequency would be of production data availability to enable timeous
monthly environmental performance reporting using the formulated EPls. The meetings were
also to explain the purpose of the EPls and to gauge their acceptability and usefulness to the
automotive components manufacturing company's production personnel.
For evaluation. the formulated EPls were graphed with monthly and yearly production dataofthe
automotive components manufacturing company (Section 9. 1'.43·52). Where deemed necessary
the monthly production data were summed to give annual data. The fonnulated EPls for water.
gas. electricity consumption. waste generation and training were graphed with the environmental
records and the production data and associated costs for these using Microsoft Excel software.
These graphs (Section 9, 1'.43-52) enabled the qualitative evaluation of the automotive
components manufacturing environmental company's performance by giving trends such as for
example increase in electricity use with increase in production. These graphs also enabled the
quantitative evaluation of the automotive components manufacturing company's performance
with respect to actual quantities of resources used and wastes generated in a specific year, fot
example electricity consumption per year ingigajoules and itsaccompanying cost in rands. Those
EPls deemed most useful for the tracking of environmental performance. that enable
determination of trends in consumption in raw materials resource and tracking environmental
efficiencies arc setoutin Section 8. Table 4. p.38 in and arc the developed EPls.
The EPls developed were evaluatedagainst the EPls suggested by the Olobal Initiative Reporting
(ORI) for environmental sustainability reporting. to detenninc their suitability for usc as the
automotive components manufacturing company's first environmental report aid. The EPls were
also evaluated for relevancy (how relevant they were for the company), mea.arabillty (the ease
with which measurable aspects of environmental performance can be ascertained) and
colllpa,..blllty (how the EPIs assist month to month or year to year comparisons of
environmental performance).
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4.EPIs : DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL CONCEPTS
Businesses increasingly need to monitor, track, benchmark, communicate or report andevaluate
their performance with reganl to a number of environmental aspects I which include the
consumption of'resourees like water and energy, generation ofwaste and emissions etc, so as
to demonstrate sound environmental management practicesand prove that due care is taken not
to hann the environment during business operations. This canbe done with the use of carefully
selected EPls (ISO, 19(9). In this section definitions, general concepts and a brief review of
available literature on BPls will be given.
Literature surveys for this study found that in the context of environmental management, EPls
have been referred toas"environmental indicators" (DEAT, 2002) , Mindicator" or .. performance
indicators" (McLean, 2(00). for example, McLean (2000. p.8) defines a "Ilfdonna,,"
Indicator' in her lecture on environmentalperformance measurement as "a quantiflabl« altrlbute
0/a company ~ activities thai characterizes the potential tmpltcations of these activittes with
respect to ttsobjectlvcs". Metrtcs arc used together with EPls. Mclean. 2000defines a Mrtll1l1C"
asa specific meamjortraclclng and reporting II" "'dlealor". An example ofEPls and itsmetric
istotal waste (anEPI) tODDes per year (a metric).
Bartolomeo (1995), as cited in Skillius & Wennberg (1998). defines (Dvlro"mtnlill
puformqnce Iltdleglen as thequantitative and qualitative information that allow. the evaluation,
from an environmental point of view. of a company effectiveness and efficiency in the
consumption of resources. Skillius & Wennberg (1998, p.20). elaborated in this way on
environmental performance indicators: Mcnvlmnmenlql puformqrrf( Indleglon have an aim of
c''Qluallng compan)' efficiency (uonomical and environmental) and ejJtcllvenc$$ in achieving
emironmenlal objectives and allowing:
• 1M adopllon o/themost appropriat«measurrj0/environmentalprottctlon In terms of
eff~cllvcnes.Jandefficiency:
I An envlmnmcntal upccs Is dcAncd as .. clemenlor..OfJIIIinllion'.ecdvltlCl, producU or ICfVka IhaICM
Inlcnll:I widl die cnvltonmcnl (ISO. 1996).
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• the empowerment ofth« environmental policy by a better definition andmonitoring
environmentalobjectil'es;
• an effective definition of'responstbtltttes and anaid/or Implementation ofenvironmental
management systems,' and
• the improvement 0/external and internal communication on environmental achievements
andprogrammes, ..
ISO (1999), defines an (nvlronm~ntal performance Indicator as a "speclflc expression that
provides inflJrmatlon about the organization's environmental petfiJrmance" for example, number
of achieved objectives and targets, degree of compliance with regulations, quantity of energy
used per year. Envlrc.mmenwlpcWJrman,·c is defined by ISO (1999), in its international standard
for environmental management - environmental performance evaluation guidelines - ISO 14031,
as the results of the organization's management of its environmental aspects such as materials
consumption, wastes generation etc. ISO(1996), however, views environmental performance, in
its international standard for environmental management systems - ISO 1400 I, as measurable
results of the organization's control of its environmental aspects, based on its environmental
policy, objectives and targets.
-:
In both definitions therefore, results of the performance of the organization with respect to its
environmental aspects are defined. However where an organization has an environmental
management system (EMS), as is the case with the IS01400i definition, for effective
environmental management the results of the control of environmental aspects is also bued on
the organization's environmental policy, objectives and targets,
For the purpose of this study, the environmental objectives and targets of the automotive
components company are outside the scope ofthis study and the EPls developed will therefore be
applicable to any company that has neither developed an ISOl4ooi EMS nor set environmental
objectives and targets.
EPls arc used in a process of Environmental Per/Onnancr MelLfllnm,nt (EPMJ. EPM is a
proce.fS by which a busine.fS periodically quantifies and tracks selected indicators 0/ a
company 's environmental performance relative to tts object/\tts (Mclean 2000, p.l).
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According to McLean (2000), the objectives of EPM according are to:
• Track and report environmental impacts, beneficial effectsand financial consequences.
• lIelpachievecompany environmental objectives for improved environmental management.
• Integrate environmental performance with other businessconcerns e.g. customer satisfaction,
operational efficiency.
EPM uses EPls to provide infonnation on :
• Environmental impacts and benefits of'acompanies products, services and activities.
• Financial impacts and benefits of the company's environmental program.
The process of Environmental Performance Measurement falls outside the scope ofthis specific
study and will therefore not be included in the study, which is limited tothe development of
EPls for the automotive components manufacturing company.
EPls are also used in the process of Environmental P~rformance Evaluation lE£E). (ISO,
1999). The ISO 14031:1999 intemational standard, which contains EPE guidelines, defines EPrt
as a "process to facilitate management decisions regarding an organization's environmental
performance by selecting indicators, collecting and analyzing data, assessing information
against performance criteria, reporting and communicating, and periodically reviewing and
improving this process" (ISO, 1999. p.2).
The ISO 1403I:1999 guideline document further states that:
• Indicators for EPE arc selected by organizations as a means of presenting quantitative or
qualitative dataorinfonnalion in a moreunderstandable and useful fonn.
• They help to convert relevant data into concise information about management's efforts to
influence theorganization's operations, or the conditionof the environment.
• An organization should select a sufficient number of relevant and understandable indicators
toassess itsenvironmental performance.
• The number of selected indicators for EPE should reneet the nature and scale of the
organization's operations.
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• Thechoiceofindicators for EPE will determine what data should be used.
• To facilitate this effort, organizations may wish to use dataalready available and collected by
the organization and ochers" (ISO. 1999, p.8).
According to ISO (1999) EPE is an internal management process !hat uses indicators to provide
information comparing an organization's past and present environmental performance with its
environmental performance criteria. It follows a "Plan - Do• Check- Act" Management model.
The complete process of EPE will not be carried out in thisstudy, as the study focus is only on
the development of the EPls. As an overview of how the selection of EPls fits in the EPE
process however. Figure I is given in which the yellow shaded section delimits the main scope
of thls study and will give the reader an indication of how EPI selection fits in the process of
EPE. At the "plan" stage in Figure I. planning for environmental performance evaluation ofan
organil.ation takes place, which includes the selection of EPls. An organi7.ation should base its
planning ofEPE, including the selection ofits EPls, on, amongslciher things,
• its environmental policy
• environmental costs and benefits. and
• significant environmental aspects that it can control and over which it is expected to have
influence ( ISO, 1999). .:
At the "Do" stage of EPE, data relevant to the selected EPls are collected by for example,
monitoring and measuring, production records and regulatory reports. These data are then
analyzed and convened into information describing the organization's environmental
performance. Information describing the organization's environmental performance is assessed in
comparison with the organization's environmental performance criteria. As an example, emission
quantities of pollutants may be compared wi!h permitted quantities for those pollutants. Then !he
information obtained from the analysis and assessment of these data is reported and
communicated as describing the organization's environmental performance. At the "Check and
Act" stage the process of EPE is reviewed and improved by, for example, looking for more
accurate data. finding missing infonnation or I'Cviewing the appropriateness ofthe environmental
EPIs selected (ISO, 1999). The process of EPE istherefore an ongoing process of collection and
assessment ofdata and information to provide acurrent evaluation ofenvironmental performance
and pcrfonnance overtime for an organi7.ation. This is a tool forenvironmental management that
provides management wi!h reliable and verifiable infonnation for detennining whether an
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ISO (1999), describes two types ofgeneral categories of indicators for EPE, namely EPls, which
are the subject of this study, and Environmental Condition Indicators (ECls). An Eel is a
.. speciflc expression that provides informatton about the local. l'eRlonal. national or Rlobal
condition of the environment' (ISO, 1999). Examples of ECI in South Africa are the
environmental condition indicators developed by the Department of Environmental Affairs and
Tourism for National State of the Environment Reporting for example, greenhouse gas
emissions, ambient nitrogen dioxide concentrations and general waste produced per income
group per year (DEAT, 2002). The purpose of such ECls is to assist decision making by
government on national environmental management by providing infonnation on the country's
environment and monitoring trends in environmental conditions. ECls, whose development and
application is usually the function of local, regional, national or intemational government
agencies (ISO, 1999), are excluded from this study.
EPls are divided into two types namely Management Performance Indicators (MPIs) and
Operational Perrormance Indicators (OPls) (ISO, 1999). The division of EPls into these two
types is mainly to distinguish those EPls that are derived from the management practices from
those that arc from operational activities. Examples of MPls are number ofobjectives and targetS:
achieved, number of prevention of pollution initiatives implemented and number of employees
trained versus number that need training (ISO, 1999). MPIs are types of EPls that provide
infonnation about management efforts to influence the environmental performance of the
organization's operation. opr. on the other hand, are types of EPls that provide information
about the environmental performance of the organization's operations. Examples of OPls are
quantities of materials used per unit of production. quantity of water used and amount of
hazardous wastes produced.
The Globol Reporting Initiative (GRI) was established in 1997 with the mission of developing
globally applicable guidelines for reporting on economic. environmental and social performance.
The GRI was convened by the Coalition for Environmentally Responsible Economics (CERES)
in partnership with United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP). The GRI published
revised guidelines In June 2002 whose aim was to MdeJWIf, dlsstmllfllle, lind promote
JItl"dllrdlud nporllttll prtletlcn, core mttlJllnmelf" lI"d clISlO",l:.e, J«tor sp«lj1c
",tlllll~melf" " (GRI2002, p.2).
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The GRI, (2002) in its sustainability reporting guideline document, classifies EPls as either "core
indicators" or" addilional Indicators:' Cort Indicators arc those EPIs which are relevant to
most reporting companies and are of interest to most stakeholders whilst additional Indicators
may either be important though used by a few companies, provide infonnation that is of interest
tostakeholders, are important to reporting organization or are thought to warrant future use asa
core indicator. Further, the GRI states that the selection of environmental performance indicators
may be the first step in producing a sustalnablluy report. Sustainability ora "triple bottom /lne"
reporting is reporting in which an organization describes its contribution towards sustalntlble
development, and encompasses reporting on the economic, environmental, and social aspects of
an organization's activities, products or services (GRI, 2002).
Qualitative and Quantitative indicators
The ORI recommends the usc of both qualitative and quantitative indicators to provide a
balanced view ofa company's performance.These are viewed as being ora complementaryvalue
as some information, such as initiatives token for environmental improvement (an MPI), are
better expressed as qualitative information, whilst OPls lend themselves well to quantitative
expression. When quantitative EPls arc used, sometimes a number may not provide clarity
whether a positive ora negative impact is described. For example, environmental expenses coutd
be indicative of either an improvement or a deterioration in environmental performance.
Additional use of qualitative indicators would therefore better describe in this case the
environmental performance ofthe organization.
Absolute aad Ratiodata
ORI 2002 also recommends, as a general principle, that data be presented in absolute terms for
example total water used, and the usc of ntiol, for example water used per unit of production. be
used as complementary information. Data in absolute terms provide information on the size of
the impact, whereas Ntlof provide InformatioD on the emcleacy of an activity. For example,
the total amountof pollutants emitted to air (absolute term) by industries in an area will enable
authorities to assess whether the ambient airquality standards in that area would not be exceeded
ifadditional industries emitting the same pollutant were introduced into the area. Absolutedata
would also enable the identification of the largest polluter in the area. whereas ratios or
normalized data would not readily depict this information. Ratios have the advantage that the)'
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relate two absolute figures to each other and provide clearer interpretation of relationships. They
also enable comparison ofdifferent scales relative toa specific activity (e.g. kilojoulcs electricity
consumed per kilogram of product made). Ratios allow comparison of similar products and
processes. comparison of organizations of different scales and also assist to measure eeo-
efficiencies in which the mtio between the environmental and monetary / economic value arc
expressed (for example. coal burned per kilojoule of electricity produced). Ratios lend
themselves well to measuring sustainable development as they easily make linkages between
social and economic aspects ofan organization(ISO. 1999).
Apart from the GRI work on EPls, earlier study on EPls was conducted by the Measuring
Environmental Performance of Industry (MEPI) research project led by the Science and
Technology Policy Research at the University ofSussex, UK. This project. which started in 1985
and completed in 2000. was commissioned to develop quantitative indicators of the
environmental performance of manufacturing firms. The research. which spanned six countries;
Austria, Belgium. Germany, Italy, Netherlands and the UK was conducted in six sectors namely
computer, electricity, fertilizer, paper, printing and textile. The key objectives of the research
were to:
-:
• develop quantitative indicators for the environmental performance ofmanufacturing firms;
• collect environmental and financial data for large numberof European firms in the electricity.
pulp. and paper, fertilizer. printing, textile and computer manufacture sectors; and
• apply the indicators soas to deepen understanding of the causes ofindustrial performance.
The MEPI research achieved the following:
• developed an approach to develop EPls ofcompanies;
• produced a statistical analysis ofenvironmental performance ofcompanies production sites;
• produced a benchmarking tool allowing companies to compare their performance, and
• ranked European companies according to their performance data (MEPI. 2002).
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Laniag.nd Leadiagiadicators
Another international study on EPls was conducted by the Global Environmental Management
Initiative (GEMI) in 1997 which surveyed leading environmental professionals and came up with
recommendations on planning, implementing and evaluating environmental management
systems, that also included choosing metrlcs to measure environmental performance (Piasecki et
a/1999). Piasecki et 01 suggest the use of environmental indicators for strategic planning by
progressive companies to acknowledge "where they are. where they have been and where they
want tobe" (Piasecki et ol, 1999, p.48). Piasecki et al distinguish between "leading indieaton"
and "IaUlng indieaton" and advocate the use of time, cost and quality attributes for
environmental performance measurement. Leading indicators can regarded as "before the fact",
management or in-process indicators that are needed to create or motivate for behavioural
changes. Lagging indicators, in contrast, can be regarded as "afler the fact", end-of-processor
output indicators that are needed to provide evidence of results. These indicators arc shown in
Table I.
Table I. Leadingand Lagging indicators. (Piasecki et 011999).
Laggiag iadlc.tors Leading ladlcators
Measure End-of'process oroutput indicators In-process ormanagement Indicators
Approach Quantitative Quantitative and qualitative
Example Kilograms oftoxic chemicals released to air Number of facilities conducting audits
Sirengih F.asy toquantify and understand Reflects not only past performance
Weakness Root cause not Identified Hard tobuild support foruse
Types or Indicaton
Skillius and Wennberg (1998) give examples and types of EPls shown in Table 2.
Table 2.Types and examples ofEPls after Skillius and Wennberg (1998).
Absolute Raslcdatl e.g. total CO, emitted In I year
Relative Quota ofparameters e.a. energy consumption per unit
ofoutput
Group olta for related factors e.g. Wlste: totalsolid, hazardous
waste. incinerated etc.
Indices Constructed toproduce a number by using a baseline
year, factoring equivalents on a sclentlne basis or
through the use offactors and weighting to produce I
number.
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Dhz and Ranganalhan (1997) conducted a study aimed at assisting companies to better measure,
manage and improve environmental performance for the World Resource Commission.
The study found that:
I. Companies should establish environmental goals corresponding to theirEPls.
2. Companies should usc these EPls to benchmark their performance internally and against
othercompanies.
3. Companies should revamp their infonnation systems to integmte these EPls into their
internalmanagement and reporting systems.
4. Companies should integrate these EPls into managing theirsupply chain.
S. Companies should incorporate EPls into their incentive schemes.
Dill and Ranganathan (1997) in a report of the World Resources Institute emphasized that for
EPls to be effective, a common set of metric.' must emerge that are universally adopted and
understood by all, and that the full potential of corporate EPls will only be realized when they
serve decision-makers both inside and outside the company. Ditz and Ranganathan (1997)
predicted that a universal framework for measurement and communication of corporate
environmental perfonnance is coming and that it will resemble today's financial reporting
systems as comparability, transparency and completeness arc essentials for evaluation of a
company's performance, .:
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) established Subcommittee 4 of its
Technical Committee 207 (Environmental Management) in 1993 to develop intemational
guidelines in the field ofenvironmental perfonnance evaluation (EPE). ISOffe 207/SC 4 has
published document ISO 14031, which is anenvironmental perfonnance evaluation guideline, as
well as ISO TR 14032 which is on approved ISO technical real·life examples of organizations
implementing EPE and using indicators consistent with ISO 14031 (ANSI, 200 I). Bennett &.
James (19980) investigated the key features ofthe ISO14031 guidelines and compared them with
empirical research findings on the use of indicators. The work of Bennett and James (1998b),
amongst the top 100 UK companies, found that only a minority of'these companies felt they had
comprehensive indicators for environmental performance measurement in place; companies, it
seemed, were primarily responding to regulatory requirements; energy, material and water were
the most used indicators; and OPls were the most used indicators (Dennett &. James 1998a).
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Most work done in South Africa has been on environmental reporting rather than EPls, per se.
The reason for this could be that before the Constitution Act 108 0/1996, organizations were not
constitutionally obliged to protect the environment and before laws such as the National
Environmental Management Act 1070/1998. the Promotion ofAccess to InformationAct2 0/
2002 and the King II report in 2002 they were underno obligation make available to interested
and affected parties infonnation pertaining to their performance, including their environmental
performance, and hence did not need to develop indicators for environmental performance as the
country's inhabitants did not have a constitutional right" to an environment that is not harmful to
their health or wellbeing". There has, however, been various survcys conducted in South Africa
as well as papers published on environmental reporting (Dewar, 1994; De Villlers and Vorster,
1995; Doppegieter, 1995; De Villiers and Lubbe 1998, and Cronje, 1998). De Villiers (1996),
recommended minimum requirements for corporate environmcntal reporting based on popular
types of disclosures amongst financial statements. De Vllliers (1996) found that too much
infonnation could lead to information overload and the environmental practitioner can be left ata
loss on how he/she can benchmark hislhcr organizations environmental performance against
that of other organizations. Ireton (2000), writing on environmental reporting in South Africa
suggested that a great deal more work must be done on developing common indicators and
means ofcommunicating information which will allow for the comparative analysis by ordinary .:
people.
KPMG (2000) found that the pressure for companies to provide information on their
Environment, Health and Safety performance is growing. Numcrous international standards have
emerged for example the UNEP- Sustainability's 50 Environmental Criteria, Accountability 1000
on Social and Ethical Accounting, Auditing and Reporting, the Copenhagen Charter on
Stakcholder Rcporting and the Global Reporting Initiativc's (GRI) Sustainability Reporting
Guidelines. Peart (2001) reviewed the external factors that influence the environmental
perfonnance of companies in South Africa and developed a typology for predicting the
environmental perfonnance of the business sector.
Now thatdefinitions, general concepts on EPls and a brief overview ofnational and international
literature on EPfs have been given, the manufacturing process of the automotive components
manufacturing company under study will be discussed.
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5.EPIs DEVELOPMENT: TilE AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS COMPANY
MANUFACTURING PROCESS
From this point onwards. a process of developing EPls will be undertaken from SeetioD 5.
Stetion 6 and Section 7. This development starts with explaining the manufacturing process of
the company (Section 5), so as to give an understanding of what its environmental aspects may
be. The applicable legislation and its relevance to the activities of the company automotive
manufacturing company will be listed in SectlOD 6. This is toenable selection ofsuitable EPls to
measure the automotive components company's legal compliance. Then the Environmental
Policy and significant aspects and impact of the automotive components manufacturing company
will be discussed in Sections 7 as the Ellis to bedeveloped must be relevant to the automotive
components manufacturing process. Finally after considering aI/ infonnation gathered from
Stetlons 5 to 7. the Ellis will be listed in Section 8.
The automotive components company used for this study utilizes a manufacturing process
depicted in Figure 2.
-:
Raw Materials
~
Powder handling
Water
Slurry Preparation Slurry Blending
PToduct I
Heating!Annealing .-
!4- Substrate
ProduCI D'Ying 1-1 Subslrlle coating
Product ....--. Distributionand sales
Label/ing &. Packaging
Figure 2. Overview ofthe automotivecomponents company's manufacturing process
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The process used by the company is as follows: (figure 2)
I. Raw materials in the fonn of various chemical powders from suppliers are discharged in the
Powder Ilandling Store where they an: stored. The chemical powders used for
manufacturing include the following elements and compounds: aluminium, nickel. sodium,
barium, zirconium, neodymium, nitrates, chlorides, and acetates. Selected powder chemicals
are weighed and discharged from the hoppers into the sluny prepamlion area. following a
recipe suitable for customer requirements.At this stage dust from chemical powders may be
released in the area. This is an environmental aspect that may affect the environment and
affect the health and safety of workers. This is controlled by use of extraction systems that
collect dust for safe disposal, usc of standlU'd operating procedures and usc of personal
protective equipment (PPE) by employees.
2. At the Slurry Preparation area, the powders are blended with liquid chemicals such as nitric
acid and hydrochloric acid and water. They are then milled to a sluny of particle size
between 0.4 microns and 17 microns. From there, the sluny is transferred to the Siuny
-:
Blendingarea.One environmental aspect arising from thisaction iswater usc.
3. In the Slurry Blending area, different slurries arc then blended together following a prescribed
recipe and then tested for compliance against set customerspecifications for viscosity, pH
etc. Sometimes slurries produced do not meet customer specification and need to be re-
adjusted before use. The blending machines (and other machines such as drying OYens and
annealing ovens) use electrical energy, whose generation from coal causes environmental
impacts. The efficient usc ofelectrical energy therefore has benefit for the environment and
thus usc of electricity is an environmental aspect. Gas is also used for heating boilers for
steam generation. 80th gas and electricitymust be considered forEPIs developmenL
At times slurries made are in excess ofthe required amounts, leading to scrap which needs to
bedisposed of safely. The disposal ofwaste canhave a polluting effect to the environment if
notproperly managed, and hence waste generation and wastemanagement are environmental
aspects.
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4. In the Substrate Coating area, a measured amount of slurry is applied to a substrate to
produce a product according to customer specification. At times, different slurries
are applied toa substrate depending on the specific requirements ofa customer. Ifthe
slurry applied to the product is in excess of required amounts the product may fail
quality control tests, resulting in wastage of raw materials, water used and energy
used for prepamtion.
S. The coated substrates are then sent to Drying ovens where emissions of water and
otherchemicals are removed byevaporation.
6. Then the Dried Products are then sent to the Calcination / Heating ovens for final
stabilization and hardening. At this stage gases suchas oxides of nitrogen (NOx) that
can interact with the environment are emitted to air and arc therefore considered an
environmental aspect, The steps involved in the processes ofapplying slurry, drying
and heating/annealing the product arc referred to as "passes" or processing steps. A
product's complexity may determine the number of passes (steps) used in its
-:
production.
7. The final product or "pleee" as it is called in the company, is labeled and packaged
following strict Quality Control procedures, and then distributed to customers.
Packaging of the products utilized plastics and cardboard which, after unpacking of
the product at the customer's premises may result in waste. This is another
environmental aspect to consider for EPls development.
As shown above, there are various environmental aspects that may arise during the
manufacturing process and some after the product has been made. For relevancy, these
must be considered in choosing the EPls to be developed. Environmental aspects and
impacts that are considered significant and thc environmental policy of this automotive
manufacturing company will therefore be discussed (Section 7) after discussing
Icgislation applicable to the company (Stctloa 6).
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6. EPI. DEVELOPMENT: LEGISLATION APPLICABLETOTilE AUTOMOTIVE
COMPONENTS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
The automotive components manufacturing company is directly affected by local, regional and
national legislation. II is also indirectly affected by international treaties and protocols relative to
environmental protection to which South Africa is a signatory. Certain laws like the
Constitutlon (Act /OR of /996) are generally applicable to all organizations but some laws, like
the Atmo.fpherlc Pa/lutlon Prevention Act's (Act 45 01/9(5) (APPA's) applicability depend on
thc activities and processes which involve air polluting activities caused by an organization's
operating process. The activities and processes that occur in the automotive components
manufacturing company are therefore to be considered so as to determlne applicable laws. These
laws, in tum, need to be considered when selecting EPls, as compliance with them may be
indicative of both good environmental performance and good environmental management. The
purpose of this chapter then is to list the legislation to which the automotive components
manufacturing company must subscribe to, and how this legislation is relevant to activities ofthe
automotive components manufacturing company and hence the EPls to be developed.
-:
The manufacturing process used by the automotive components manufacturing company is
energy intensive. Electricity bought from the Ekurhuleni Council isused for the manufacturing
process as explained in Section S. Gas supplements electricity and is used mainly for generating
steam used in the dissolution of some of the powder chemicals. Water is also bought from
Ekurhuleni Council, which issues the company with an effluent waste permit to discharge the
effluent into the Council's sewer. The manufacturing process is subject to regulations under the
Atmo.rpherlc Pollution PrtvtntlonAct (Act 45 of/9(5) (APPA), due to the usc ofchlorine (Ch)'
hydrochloric acid (IICI). and nitric acid (IfNO)) which produce CI", NOx gases and HCI fumcs.
Processes emitting theses noxious gases and fumes to the Dtmosphere are listed under the
Second Schedule of APPA and therefore require permission from the Chief Air Pollution
Control Officer (CAPeO) before they can be earned out (Fuggle & Rabie, 1998). Pennit
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conditions mandate the reduction of these gases tostipulated concentrations by use of chemical
scrubhers~ used by the company.
During the production process. slurry quantities produced are at times in excess of the required
amounts. or the slurry fails to pass quality testing. If possible, sluny that fails quality control
tests is corrected, to be within specification, by for example, the addition of chemicals. If
attempts to correct non-complying slurry quality fail. the slurry is recycled, and if this is not
possible it ends up going to waste. The waste is disposed of in aregistered H:H waste site.To go
to this waste site the waste needs to be transported by licensed carriers. The transportationofthe
waste is legislated under the National Road Traffic Act (Act 93 of 1996) and its associated South
African Bureau of Standards (SABS) codes of practice due to chemicals in the waste being
classified as dangerous according to the SAOS 0228 Code of Practice. Various SABS codes of
practice (fable 3) have been published dealing with issues like the classification. handling,
transportation ofdangerous goods etc. and these codes of practice have been incorporated as law
in South Africa. The classification of wastes for the disposal purposes is according to the
Minimum Requirement for the Classification and Disposal of Waste (Department of Water
Affairs and Forestry Guidelines. 1998).
The Constitution (Act 108 of /996). the National Environment Management Act ( Act 107 of
1998), the Environment Management Act (Act 73 of /989), the National Water Act (Act 36 of
1998), the Hazardous Substances Act (Act /50fI973), the Occupational Health and Safety Act
(At 85 of /993) and the Health Act ( Act 63 of /977) arc amongst the most prominent Acts
governing the day-to-day operations of the automotive components manufacturing company and
hence need to be considered for selection of EPls. Recent law reforms like the draft bills on
Waste DLfcharge Charge Strategy, 2002 and National Environmental Management: Air Quality
published in 2003 will also affect the company once passed into law. Both these bills. even
though not passed into law presently. arc included in Table 3 as they must be taken note of for
the automotive components manufacturing company's strategic planning and for the
development ofEPls.
4 Chemical scrubbers are used to mlnimlle Ihe concentration ora aas or fUme emilled 10 air by rellCtin, with the
pollullnt and tnlppinaIt In a liquid: ilr example CI, isreacted with a caustic solution In the presence ofll202 to
form asolution ofNaCl.NaOCllftd NaOlf. which can besafely disposedof.
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Leglslation listed in Table 3 is considered during the selection of EPls as the environmental
perfbrmance of the automotive components manufacturing company can be measured by how
much it complies with relevant applicable legislation. The scope of this study docs not entail
going into details of sections and chapters of the Acts applicable to the manufacturing
components manufacturing company. The applicable legislation and its relevance 10 the
automotive components manufacturing company will be listed (fable 3).
Table 3. List ofEnvimnmental Legislation applicable to the automotive components
manufacturing company and why it is relevant
LeRlslation Relevance
(Act4S of 1965)
Atmospheric PoUutlon Prevention Act TheIICI, IINO) and Ch gas used during the
manufacturing process releases IICI,NOx and Cb
to airwhose emission iscontrolled by permits under
thisAct
Compensation of Oceupatlonallnjuries In the event of injury onduty, an employee injured
and DlscasesAct (Act 130 of 1993) iscompensated according to this Act.
Constltutioaortbe Republic orSoutb
Africa Act (Act 108 ofl996)
EnvironmentConservation Act (Act
73 of 1989)
• Environment Impact Assessment
Regulations inNotice No. R. 1182.
R.IIS3 and R. 1184
(ronllnu~d)
This is the supreme Act in the country. in which the
rights ofall South Africans to an environment that
is free from hann are enshrined. The automotive
components manufacturing company has to ensure
thatduring its operations environmental rights of all
.:
citizens, thatcould beaffected byits activities or
Iproducts, are protected.
This Act deals. amongst other things. with (EtAs)
andthe prevention of Iittering, Theautomotive
components manufacturing company's activities
using the hydrochloric acid process. the chlorine
process. and the nitric acid process arc "listed
activities" under this Act and hence an EIA is
required before theycanbe permitted. There is
therefore a need to abide 10 E1A regulations if
alterations arc done to premises in which these
processes arc carried out, ifsuch alterations may
affect the production of noxious gases - Cb. NOx
etc.
(Asobove)
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Table 3 (continued)
Legislation Relevance
• Plastic bag regulations Thethickness ofplostic bags manufactured in South
Africa is regulated, so as to prevent I reduce
littering caused by plastics. The automotive
components manufacturing company's packaging
hasto take note of'these regulations.
• Control and Management of Non-hazardous waste generated from thc
General Communal and General automotive components manufacturing company
may be disposed of on general communal or general
Small Waste Disposal Sites. small waste disposal sites. The automotive
Notice No. 91 of2oo2. Directions components manufacturing company needs to
ensure, for compliance with its environmental
in Terms of Section 20 (5) (b) of management system, that themanagement of these
Environment Conservation Act sites by the "registered person" is according tothese directions. No waste listed in Annexure B of
these directions maybe disposed of in a general
communal or a general small wastc disposal site.
Explosives Act (Act26 of 1956) and Handling, storage and use of Ammonium nitrate,
regulations sometimes used in the automotive components
manufacturing compan)' iscontrolled by this Act.
FireBrigade Services Act (Act 99 of Thecontrol ofany fires that may occur in thc
1987) and regulations automotive componentsmanufacturing company .;
are regulated under thisAct.
Ekurhulenl Plumbingand Drainage The quality and quantities of'effluents sent to the
By-laws council sewers from theautomotive components
manufacturing company.
HazardousSubstances Act (Act 15 of Hazardous Substances such asx- ray machines
1973) and regulations used in chemical analysis by the automotive
components manufacturing company are controlled
by this Act.
Health Act (Act 63 of 1977 ) and Regulations for the control of environmental
regulations conditions that can be a danger tohealth or can
create a nuisancc arccovered under this Act. These
include the disposal of refuse wastc matter likely to
cause communicable diseases, sewerage, drainage
and waste disposal from buildings, wastc disposal
and purification works in industrial premises.
IEM Guideline Document. Guideline Thisguideline document would be useful when the
Series. Guidelines forScoping automotive componentsmanufacturing companyhas toconduct on ErA.
(continued)
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Table 3 (con/lnued)
Ltglslatioa Relevaeee
• Plastic bagregulations The thickness ofplastic bags manufactured in South
Africa is regulated, so as toprevent I reduce
littering caused byplastics. The automotive
components manufacturing company's packaging
ha~ to take note ofthe~ re8ulati~f1Ji.
• Control and Management of Non-hezardous waste generated from the
General Communal and General automotive components manufacturing company
may bedisposed ofon general communal or general
Small Waste Disposal Sites. small waste disposal shes, The automotive
Notice No. 91 of2oo2. Directions components manufacturing company needs toensure, for compliance with its environmental
in Terms ofSection 20(5) (b) of management system, that the management ofthcse
Environment Conservation Act sites by the"registered person" is according tothese directions. Nowaste listed in Annexure Bof
these directions may be disposed of in a general
communal or a.Beneral small waste di~sal site.
Elplosives Act (Act 26 of 1956) and Ifandling, storage and use of Ammonium nitrate,
regulations sometimes used in the automotive components
-_.-
f11~_ufac!~rin8comp_~y is controlled by this Act.
Fire Brigade Services Act (Act 99 of The control ofany fires that may occur in the
1987) and regulations automotive components manufacturing company
arcregulated underthisAct.
-:
Ekurbuleai Plumbing_adDrainage The quality and quantities of'effluents sent to the
By-law. council sewers from the automotive components
manufacturing company.
Hazardous SubstaacesAd (Act IS of I-Iazardous Substances such asX· ray machines
1973) and regulations used in chemical analysis bythe automotive
components manufacturing company are controlled
by this Act.
Healtb Act (Act 63of1977 )and Regulations for the control of'environmental
regulations conditions that can be adanger tohealth or can
create a nuisance arccovered under this Act. These
include the disposal of refuse waste matter likely to
cause communicable diseases, sewerage, drainage
andwaste disposal from buildings, waste disposal
andpurification works in industrial premises.
IEM Guideline Document. Guideline This guidcline document would beuseful when the
Series. Guidelines for Seoping automotive components manufacturing companyhas to conduct an ElA.
(contlnutdj
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Table 3 (continued)
------------------- --------- ------- ------------ -----------------------------..
Legislation Relevance
White Paper on lattarated Pollution Regulations emanating from this national policy,
and Waste Maaagemeat forSouth once passed will ultimately affect the business as
Africa: A Policy on Pollution waste isgenerated from its manufacturing process.
Prevention, Waste Minimisation, Impact
Management and Remediation. ------------------------c---I
Minimum Requiremeats for the The handling, classification and the disposal
HandUaR , Clauificatioaaad Disposal classification of hazardous waste must be managed,
ofHazardous Waste 2111l edition 1998 according to the requirements for monitoring,
Department of Water Affairs and forestry analyses etc, laid down in this document so as to
I~Waste_Management Series __ prc.vent ha~_t~_!_h_C?~n~i~I1n:te.n!~_.____:__-,
Integrated Waste Maaagement Plans The Waste Management Plans for Ekurhuleni,
forLocal Goveraments,Guidelines which will be formulated according to these
Aug-OI guidelines will fonn thelegal framework from
which the automotive components manufacturing
company must align itswaste management.
National Environmental Man_Rement
Act (NEMA)(Act 107 oft 998)
amendments andregulations
Environmental Implementation Pion
Department ofTrade and lndustry- First
Edition, 2002
Environmental Management Plan •
Department ofMinerals and Energy. Jan
2001
(continued)
Important principlessuch as .. the polluter pays
principle 2",and the"pre-c:autionary principle 3"
which apply to waste management, arc legislated
under this Act.
2 This principle Idoptcd under Nf:MA supports IheIntcmall,.JI1on ofCOIlIlI'ld die plymenl ofcosl I lOr pollution by
die pollulcn Insceld orbcln, borne by ochen.
J This principle Idwcalet die rain, prc-caulfons _heredie environmental efTcctI or.. Ictlvlty we unknown10 U
co lire luard &he efwllOnmalc and healch or penon..
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Table 3 (contlnued]
Lqlslation Relevance
Environmental Implementation and
Management Plan-Dept ofWater
Affairs and Forestry. Nov, 2001
Department of WaterAlTairs and Forestry regulates
thewater provision in the country and its
environmental management plans are of interest to
theautomotive components manufacturing
company as water is used during its production
::-0:----.....,...,.-:------:--.--:'-- process~ ---:=__:___--;---__=_-----
Environmental Implementation and TheDepartment of Labour regulates the
Management Plan- Dept ofLabour, employment conditions and health and safety of
May, 2002 workers in the country, including the company
__. . ._ ~n~~r s~u~y!_ __-:--_-::-:-:--:-_-:-_--:--:-_1
National EnvironmentalManaRement : This Hill, when passed into law will bedetermining
DnR Air Quality Bill, May 2003 thepermitting conditions for the automotive
components manufacturing company's Atmospheric
Emission License(AEL) toemit gases like Cb.
NOxetc,
SABS 0230 Code orPnctiee
"Transportation of Dangerous Goods-
Inspection Requirements for road
vehicles",
SABS 0231 Code orPnctice
"Transportation of Dangerous Goods -
Operational requirements for road
vehicles",
(conllnued)
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(fable J continued)
Ltgblatioa Relevaate
-,-._----------,----
SABS 0232-2:1997 Code ofPractice This code of'practice will apply should
Part 2:Emergency Infonnation systems emergencies such as spillages such as fires occur
for mil transportation. during the transportation ofchemicals by mil .
SABS 0232-3 CodeofPrsenee This guide emergency response during
~~rt 3: ~!1!~rgen~Y~~~Q2nse Gul~__ t_ra~sP2~tio!lofda~geroll!goods
SAliS 0232-3 Aaael (As above)
"Emergency Response Handbook"
• -~-?~ .. - ~ .•. _.,.- ---_. ,," --'~'_.' -_.. -~,~ ,."~.,.. ,,-""', -'~',_._.' -,_.. ,. ~_. " " .~•.~ - -" .._<_.~".~ ..,---,.,---_.-
SAliS 0233 Code of Practice This code ofpractice applies when the chemicals
"Transportation of Dangerous Goods - are transported for thecompany using containers
lntermedlate bulkcontainers". of " Intermediate bulksize" e.g. less than 3000
liters for solids and liquids of packing groups II and
III etc (SABS. 200I)
SADS 0228 Code of Practice This standard covers the identification ofdangerous
..The identification and classification of substances and goods capable ofposing a
dangerous substances and goods" significant risk to health and safety or to property.
Chemicals used bytheautomotive components
manufacturing company usc this standard.
SADS 0229 Code of Praetlee Thepackaging of chemicals classified as dangerous
"Packaging ofdangerous goods for road as per SABS 0228 is according tothis standard.
and mil transportation in South Africa ..
Natloaal Water Act (Act 36 of 1998) This act regulates water usc inthe country, .:
and amendments including water use bythe automotive components
manufacturing company.
• Waste Discharge System Draft This draft strategydocument forms part ofthe
Strategy pricing strategy forwater use •and will affect the
water use pricing and thewater effluentdischarge
from the automotive components manufacturing
company.
OeeupatioaalHealth aad Safety Act The occupational health and safety ofworkers in the
(Act 85 of 1993.asamended and automotive components manufacturing company is
Regulations regulated by this Act.
Warer Sen-ices Act (Act 108 of 1997 Ekurhuleni Council. thesupplier ofwater to the
automotive components manufacturing company is
regulated for its service ofwater supply to the
automotive components manufacturing company
...,....,...---- ~!'_~~t!l~~!E>: thisAct.
Now that the legislation applicable to the automotive components manufacturing company has
been listed and how it is relevant. the company's environmental policy and its significant
environmental aspects will be discussed.
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7.EPIs DEVELOPMENT: ENVIRONMENTAL POLICV AND SIGNIFICANT
ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF TilE AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS
MANUFACfVRING COMPANY
EPls developed for a company must be relevant ro the company's environmental policy (ISO.
1999). The environmental policy of the automotive components manufacturing company under
study (Annexure A) was first published in 1998. This chapter discusses the environmental policy
as well as the significant environmental aspects of the automotive components manufacturing
company with the aim of later developing (Section 8) EPIs that arc relevant to both this
environmental policy and the company's significant environmental aspects and impacts. The
significance of environmental aspects and impacts is detcnnined using Annexure B. The
environmental policy statements found in Annexure A are discussed asfollows.
Policy st.tement I: Site operations
The company intends to work within the framework of its Group Company Policy to ensure that
its (South African) site operations all meet the legal requirements (Section 6) • The company
intends to meet or better its customer requirements for good quality, cost effectiveness and
on time deliveries. This is to be done whilst integrating the automotive components
manufacturing company's production and quality requirements with environmental
considerations at all times. In this way employees, customers, shareholders, local communities
and government officials can all be assured that not only the company's products are of good
quality, but they also have been produced whilst practicing effective environmental protection.
To assist the company in this regard, the international standard, the ISO 14001:1996
environmental management system, is used for effective environmental management.
The automotive components manufacturing company also commits to ensure that its operations
cause minimal visual impact and nuisance to the public (Policy.t.temeat 8). To be able to track
the performance of the company with respect to this commitment. EPls relating to incidents
(spillagcs, air emission exc:eedanccs etc) and public complaints (e.g. nuisance noise complaints~
need tobe developed.
PoUey .t.tement 2: Tnlnlal
The automotive components manufacturing company puts a very high value on training its
employees for competence in environmental management. The policy with regard to
environmental training is to tmin all employees in environmental ewareness and to further
provide environmental training to selected employees whose work, in the absence of such
training, may affect the environment. Environmental training given to staff includes: general
environmental tmining for all employees, Icgal briefs for senior management and relevant
employees, environmental management systems training for all employees, environmental
monitoring training for selected employees and environmental auditing tmining for the
automotive components manufacturing company's environmental auditors. The company
employs a full time environmental professional who is also a competent environmcntal
awareness trainer. Various training courses are done either on the premises or offsite.
Polley .t.tement J: Eaergy manaRement
With regards to energy management, the automotive components manufacturing company
intends to promotehigh standards of energy management. The major type ofenergy used by the
automotive components manufacturing company iselectricity which costs the company about a
million rands a month and arc therefore a significant aspect (Annexure B). Thecost ofelectricity
is significant, and as it may vary according to production, it is imperative that energy
consumption in ihecompany be used efficiently. The development ofsuitable EP's for tracking
of electricity consumption can assist the automotive components manufacturing company in
this regard.
PoUcy .t.temenb 4 " 5 : Controls .nd Air Pollution
The automotive components manufacturing company commits to establishing effective controls
in compliance with statutory regulations and complUlY environmental policies. This policy
statement is in suppon of thc earlier commitment "to meet legal requirements" IUld "company
requirements, but goes further to soy this will be done by "cstablishing effective controls".
Effective controls may include mlUlagemcnt tools such as procedures, auditing and monitoring
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programmes or technological strategies for better ensuring statutory compliance and
environmental policies.
The automotive components manufacturing company also commits in its environmental policy,
to eliminate air pollution releases from its operations, and where elimination is not presently
achleveble, to reduce air pollution. Examples of effective controls for air pollution may be,
specifically, the chemical scrubber for Ch mentioned in Section 6 and an example of company
environmental policies may be the adoption of ISO 1400 I:1996 standard by all companies in the
Group. Monitoring controls used for compliance with legislation and company policies arc
important as they determine the environmental performance of the automotive components
manufacturing company. Air emissions are significant environmental aspects for the company
owing to the fact that they have legal implications as explained in SeetloD 6. The significance
of air pollution necessitates that EPrs that will enable the performance of the automotive
components manufacturing company with regard to airpollution be developed.
Policy statement 6: Sewer discharges. -:
The automotive components manufacturing company commits to doing its best to reduce
discharges to sewers and to minimize all pollution to surface waters from operations. The
generation of effluents for the manufacturing process uses water at a cost of about RS.OO per
kiloliter and when the water is discharged to the Ekurhuleni sewers it must be discharged with
its quality (e.g, pH) within the applicable Ekurhuleni Plumbing and Drainage bylaws
(Section 6). Owing to the fact that the effluent discharged to the drains is regulated by law,
effluent discharge is a significant aspect (Annexure B), and hence suitable EPrs must be
developed which will measure how the automotive components manufacturing company is
perfonning compared to the Ekurhuleni effluent discharge limits. The EPls for making this
comparison will be developed in Section 8.
Policy Sa-tement7: Waite mlnlrcemeal
The automotive components manufacturing company intends, according to its environmental
policy, to minimize all waste, panicularly hBl.8rdous waste, and ensure all waste is properlyand
safely managed from generation through handling_ storage to ultimate disposal or recycling.
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Waste generation costs the company millions of rands annually. Further. the transportation of
waste is regulated by the National Road TrajJ1c Act of /996 (Act 9) of /996) and its disposal is
governed by the DWAF as explained (Seetioa 6). Due to the liabilities of cost and legal
regulations for waste and its potential ability to harm the environment. waste generation is
considered a significant environmental aspect. and hence suitable EPls to track the performance
of the automotive components manufacturing company with regard to waste generation and
management must be developed (Section 8).
Policy .tatement 9: Safety
The automotive components manufacturing company intends to design and maintain processes.
facilities and equipment that will ensure a safe working environment for all its employees and
create a safe living environment for all its neighbours. through the action of all its employees.
The safety of all employees and the safety of the surrounding community from ill effects arising
from the activities of the automotive components manufacturing company is a significant
environmental aspect. EPls that can track safety aspects. such as development of safety
management systems. must therefore also be developed.
All environmental aspects and impacts of the company are subjected to Annexure B, to enable
the identification of whether it the aspects significant or not. The significant aspects and
impacts are then used to decide a relevant EPls for the significantaspects and impacts. The Table
4 in the nextsection lists these EPls.
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8. LIST OF EPls FOR TilE AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
Table 4 tabulates the EPls (based on Sections 5-7, p.32-4S) developed for the automotive
components manufacturing company. In Table 4, column I lists the EPI and column 2 their
suggested metrics. Column 3shows a cost or savings metric and column 4distinguishes the type
of EPI developed. The relevant environmental policy statement the developed EPls relate to is
also indicated in italics in column I, where applicable.
Table 4:EPls developed for the automotive components manufacturing company.
EPls Metric COlt I Savini Type orEPI
Man_Kement Systems
(Policy statemem 4)
• Status towards ISO 14001:1996 MPI
environmental management systems
implementation
• Status towards OIISAS 1800 I:1999 MPI
Occupational Health and Safety
management systems imnlementation
• Degree of integmtion ofQuality, MPI .:
Environmental, Health and Safety
Systems and Production Reporting
systems I
Tnlnlng
(Policy statement2)
• Employees and contmctors receiving Number MPI
environmental tmining per year
• Permanent andcontractor workers Number MPI
receiving Quality and Health and Sofety
training per year2
• Initiatives to reduce dangerous or MPI
hazardous materials
(Continued)
NOle IThe dcaree or Inlear.lion In IqIOnlnlQualley, Environmental, ffellh IrIdSarety wilh lnMIilional Production
reporlllll wu seen IS increulllimanaacmcnl'. unckrllllldilliorovcrall environmental pcrilrmanc:c.
NOle Z The complemenlilion orEnvlronmcntal and lIeallh and Sarcty and Qualily pcOOrmance is recoplud.
Wishlll' to Improve I company's environmental pcdmnancc wilhoUl lIto enlUrillllhll !he hcaldllrld safely or
cmploym Inside theorpnlzallon Is Improved. the lulhor believes, would result III lack or die luppon required
&om all employees forenvironmallllimprovcmcnll. andcould onlybe payinilip service 10 I companY'1 dalre 10
Improve environmental pcrbrmance.
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Table 4 (continued)
EPb Metric Coat I Savin. 'fYaeorEPI
Raw Materials used
(Polley stat~me"t1)
• Chemical Powders per year tonnes OPI
• Chemical Liquids per year tonnes OPI
• Substrates peryear Number OPI
• Chlorine per year tonnes OPI
• Initiatives to reduce dangerous or MPI
hazardous materials
Production Oata OPI
• Pieces (products) produced per month Number OPI
• Passes (processing steps) per month Number OPI
Energy
(Policy statementJ)
• Electricity purchased ocr month kWh Rands OPI
• Electricity used ocr year Gizaioules Rands OPI
• Electrical enerRY used (kWh) per DOSS Number OPI
• Electrical enerav (kWh) ocr niece Number OPI
• Electrical enerav used (Cost ocr niece) Number OPI
• Natural Gasocryear Gigajoules Rands OPI
• Diesel used oJ per year Gigajoules Rands OPI
• Initiatives towards renewable energy use MPI
orenergy minimization programmes
Water use
(Polley statement 6)
• Water used per month Kiloliter Rands OPI
• Water consumed per piece Liters Rands OPI
• Water conservation prozrammes Kiloliters Rands (saved) MPI
Emissions to water
(Polley statement 6)
• Volume dlscharsed topublic sewer Kiloliters Rands OPI
• pH· pH units OPI
• Electrical Conductivity· mS/m OPI
• Sulnhates • mg/l OPI
• Aluminium • mwl OPI
• Sodium • mg/l OPI
• Chloride • mg/l OPI
• Ammonium • mgtl OPI
• Available Chlorine • mgtl OPI(Continued)
Note) Diesel usedtopowerfork-lift trucks used onstt«
• • average per month
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Tablc 4 (continued)
EPII Metric COlt I S.vinl Type ofEPI
Emissions to Air
• Oxides of'Nitrosen (NOx) per year Tonncs OPI
• Carbon dioxide(COl) Tonnes OPI
• Chlorine (CI,)per vear Tonnes OPI
• Hydrochloric acid (IfCI) per year Tonnes OPI
• Ammonia (NIh) per year Tonncs OPI
• Initiatives to reduce airemissions Mill
Wlste
• Hazardous waste per month Tonnes OPI
• Non-Hazardous waste ocr month Tonnes OPI
• Waste recycled /reused permonth Tonnes OPI
• Waste minimization programmes Rands and MPI
Tonnes (saved)
• Waste as percentage ofmaterials Percentage OPI
bought per month
Incidents and Complaints
• Environmental incidents per year Number Rands (cost) MPI
• Environmental comnlaints per yell!' Number MPI
• Inc identsof and fines for non- Number Rands (cost) MPI
compliance with applicable
~gislation
Audits .:
• Departmental scores obtained from Percentage MPI
internal audit score sheet 4
Envlronment.1 objectives Ind tal'2ets
• . Objective andtargets achieved per Number MPI
year
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9. APPLICATION OFTilE DEVELOPED EPIs TO EXISTING DATA OF THE
AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS MANAUFACTURING COMPANY
With the main aim of this study, that is, to develop EPls consistent with the automotive
components manufacturing company's environmental policy now achieved (Section 8), it now
needs to be tested to detcnnine if the developed EPls can, in fact. aid the automotive
components manufacturing company in its objectives. These were to:
• track the environmental performance oftheautomotive components manufacturing
company;
• determine trends in consumption ofelectricity, gas, water and raw materials consumption for
the automotive components manufacturingcompany, and;
• set up achievable targets for environmental improvements.
In this Section, therefore, some of the EPls developed in Sections 5-7, and listed in Section 8,
Table 4, p.38-40 are manipulated and graphed together with relevant existing company data for
the consumption of water, gas and electricity, training and waste generation. This is done using
MS Excel computer software. This was undertaken to test whether the relevant EPls could indeed
aid the company inachieving theobjectives listed above. (Water effluent monitoring data and air
monitoring data were not graphed due to uncertainty about the representativeness of the s~ples
taken tocompilethe data). The graphed data used in testing the EPls isas follows:
• water consumption data (1999- 2002);
• gas consumption data (1999 - 2002);
• electricity consumption data (1997 - 2002;
• waste generation data (1999 - 2002);
• tmining data (1999 -2002).
It is expected that the information obtained in this section will assist the company to track its
environmental performance, determine trends in the usc of electricity, water and gas, and
determine efficiencies with respect to these resources. It is also expected that the trends and
environmental performance depicted by the tables and graphs in this chapter will aid the
company in setting upofobjectives and targets for continual environmental improvements. (The
IctuII process of objectives and targets selling is outside the scope of this study and the EPls
presented here should be viewed as a tool for.'dlnK objectives andtarget !Clling only).
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9.1 AppUea ClOD or [PI. ror w.Cer ule
There are three EPls developed for water use in this study. namely:
• water use permonth (measured in kiloliters); (Twelve months data i.e. January to December
has been summed for the purpose of thischapter).
• water consumed per piece ( product made); and
• water conservation programmes.
Water is essential during the production process and is used for the preparation of the sluny
(Section S, Figure 2, p.24). Table S shows the water consumption data for the company for the
calendar years 1999 to 2002. Foreach of the years, 1999 to 2002, the second column of the table
shows the consumption of water in kiloliters, the third column shows the number of passes
(steps) a product went through during manufacture (Section S, p16), the fourth column shows
the total cost for water purchased in rands, the fifth column shows total number of pieces
produced, the sixth column shows the total liters ofwater consumed per year in liters, the seventh
column shows the average liters of water consumed per "piece" (product) produced - an
efficiency EPI, and the eighth column shows the average water cost in rands per kiloliter. The
data on Table S is represented graphicallyon Figures 3, 4, S and 6.
.;
Table 5. Waterconsumption data(1999 - 2002)
TOlal To~1 Tolal cost In TOIiI To~1 Awl'lge Average
ConlUmption number of Rlnda nlJTlbtt' of ConlUmplbn Llell W.terCott
In KUoitera p.... Plecel InLIter1 conlUmed In RlKllolitlr
Produced per Piece
Produced
1999 38109 5113784 R 183784 3802687 38109000 10.0 ".8
2000 33754 6057628 R 171 090 .. 357198 33753800 7.7 5.1
2001 38"2" 722OO<t7 R 193 173 "928825 38 ..2.. 000 78 5.0
2002 366504 9332 524 R 188 758 5859679 386504 000 6.5 5.0
Figure 3 shows water consumption in kiloliters versus water cost for the years 1999 to 2002. It
con be seen that 38109 kiloliters of water were used in 1999 at a cost of RI83 763. Water
consumption was 33754 kiloliters in 2000, 0 11.4 % decrease in consumption from 1999. Water
consumption then increased by 13.8% from 2000 to 2001. Between 2001 and 2002 water
consumption decreased by 4.6% from 384424 kiloliters to 36654 kiloliters. Overall, the graphs
show that the water consumed in 2002 by the automotive components manufacturing company
decreased by 1455 kiloliters compared with the consumption in 1999, representing a percentage
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9.4 Application ofEI).. for waste management
Table 8: Waste: Management data
Year IhlllllOOUS waste (slurry) Non ·hulIIoous Non·harardous Scnp recovered for re-use
forsafe disposal ((onnn) waste recycled waste 10 landfill (Ionnes)
(sonnes)
1991) 3M SI 16 S6
2000 460 34 90 78
2001 3S4 J2 7S II
2002 214 91 67 17()
~~,---
Table 8 shows representative waste management datil for the automotive components
manufacturing company. The table shows a declining trend forhezardous waste (slurry) sent for
safe disposal from 2000 10 2002. In 1999, 365 tonnes of slurry were disposed of. compared to
460 tonncs in 2000, 354 tonnes in 200 I, and 214 tonnes in 2002. As there is no accumulated
slurry to be disposed of on site at the automotive components manufacturing company, these
figures are indicative of an improvement in environmental performance, with regard 10 waste
management. Slurry sent for safe disposal takes up space that could have been used for better
land usc, and there is a potential risk of seepage of chemicals in landfills resulting in
contaminated groundwater or contaminated land. Reduction of hazardous waste to disposal sites
by reuse or recycling, is abetter environmentaloption for dealing with waste.
Table 8 also shows a 78% increase in recycling, (main Iy from reprocessing of scrap products)
from 1999 to 2002. There is also a decreased amount of non-hazardous waste that is classified
general waste e.g, plastic, paper cardboard etc, and.which is sent to a general landfill, Thishas
deceased from 90 tonnes in 2000 to 67 tonnes in 2002. This isexplained by both the increased
recyclln~ shown in column 3 Table 8 and the increased R-ase shown in the fifth column of
Table 8.
Between 1999 and 2002 there has been a 221% increase in the re-use of scrap, This can be
attributed to the large volumes of scrap metal from redundant machinery sent for re-use and
recycling to mellli recycling companies during 2002. Th~ ale of F.Ph h.. allowed .he 'read.
rel.tln~ '0 wlI'e mln.ltem~n' '0 he depleted, These trends indicate the initiatives taken in
1999 by the automotive component' manufacturing company 10 recycle and re-use non-
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plU1 of this training. Figure 13 shows the total number ofemployees who received environmental
training between 1999 and 2002.The training included:
(i)general environmental awareness training;
(ii) environmentallegisilltion tmining;
(iii) tmnsport ofdangerous goods training:
(iv) environmental systems training: and
(v)environmental auditor training,
Figure 13 shows that 446 employees were given environmental training listed in (i) to (v) above
between January 1999 and December2000. Fewer employees. 317. were trained in the
2001·2002 period, due tothe large numberofemployees trained in the previousperiod •
This section hal shown that EPls can aid a company to track Its environmental
performance, determine trends and emclencles In resource UH, assist In the setting or
targets for environmental objectives, and assist management to gauge If Initiatives ror
environmental Improvement are giving the desired results.
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'.10. EVALUATION OFTHE DEVELOPED EPIa AGAINSTTIIEGRI EPIs
The automotive components manufacturing company intends to publish its farst environmental
report by 2004. The EPls developed in this study arc compared with the EPls recommended for
sustalnab/l/Iy reporting by the Global Reporting Initiative (ORI) EPls (Annexure C). This
chapter intends to check whether all the"core Indicators" (Section 4, p.19 and Annexure C) as
suggested by the ORt have been developed for the automotive components manufactwing
company. The core indicators arc deemed relevant to most reporting companies and would be of
interest to most stakeholders (ORJ•. 2002). The EPls developed ore also compared with
"addltlonallndleaton" (Section 4, p.19 and Annexure C) recommended by the ORI. The ORI
core Indlcaton for environmental pcrfonnance ore given codes ENI to ENI6, and the
additional Indlcaton for environmental performance are given codes EN17 to EN33. The
evaluation will use these codes to tabulate the EPls developed for the automotive components
manufacturing company. In this way, the completeness of the EPls developed for the automotive
components manufacturing company, as tabulated in Section 8, Table 4 p.38 will be evaluated.
Table 9: Evaluation ofthe EPlsdeveloped against the ORI EPls
GR. EPbcode EPb developed for Discussion
automotive component.
manufacturing company
ENI.Totnl materials usc other Chemical powders used per Four EPls that relate to ENI
than water, bytype. year (tonnes) have beendeveloped for the
Chemical liquids used peryear automotive components
(tonnes) manufacturing company.
Substrates usca per year
(number)
Chlorine used per year
(tonncs)
(continued)
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"(fable 9 continued)
GRJ EPls code EPIs developed for Discussion
automotive tomponentl
manur.during company
EN2. Percentage of . No EPIs were developed relating to
materials used that are EN2 due to the fact that there are no
wastes from sources materials that ore wastes from
external to the organization. external sources used by the
automotive components
manufocturing company.
ENJ. Direct energy use Electricity used peryear Three EPls relating to core indicators
segmented by primary Natural gas used per year identified under ENJ and EN40fthe
source. Diesel used per year ORI EPIs have been developed for
EN4. Indirect energy use. (All in gigajoules) the automotive components
manufocturing company. Inaddition,
indicators for reporting initiatives to
use renewable energy sources
(EN17) and to increaseenergy
efficiency have been developed. The
EPls developed however do not
include, as is suggested bythe GRI,
energy impacts for delivery ofthe
company's products to various
customers. (This is outside the scope
ofthis study). The EPIs developed
only consider the energy
consumption during production. This
will need to be improvedupon in
preparing a sustainability report.
(continued)
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(fable 9 continued)
GRt EPlatode EPIs developed (or DlseuJlloD
automotive compoDeDts
mIDu(.duriDg complDY
ENS. Total water use. Water used per month Acore indicator as suggested
(kiloliters) by the ORI (ENS) has been
developed. The EPls
developed for the automotive
components manufacturing
company do not cover the
additional indicators (EN 20,
EN21 and EN22 ) suggested
by the ORI.
EN6. Location and size of land . There are no indicators
owned, lensed, ormanaged in developed for the automotive
biodiversity-rich habitats. components company
corresponding to core
EN7. Description ofmajor biodiversity indicators EN6
impacts on biodiversity and EN7. The additional
associated with activities and I indicators suggested by ORi -
orproducts and services in EN23, EN24, EN2S and EN26
terrestrial, fresh-water, and have not been developed
marine environments. either. Tbe company isnot
.:
situated in a biodiversity-rich
habitat (EN6), but the supply
chain environmental impacts
asrequired by EN7will need
tobe described ina
sustainability report.
(continued)
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(fable 9 continued)
GRI EPIa eode EPIa developed for Dlsc....loa
automotive compoaeat.
maaufaeturlDI compaay
ENS. Greenhouse Oxides ofNitrogen (NOx) Two EPls for NOx (which include the
emissions. per year (Tonnes) greenhouse gasN20) and for C~
Carbon dioxide (C02) per have been developed. In addition to
year (Tonnes) these, the automotive components
manufacturing company will need to
report the C02 equivalent of the NzO
produced, as suggested by the ORi
ENS. Guidelines and tools developed
by the World Resource Institute (WRI)
and the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development(WBCSD)
Greenhouse Gas Protocolwill need to
be used to improve on the greenhouse
emission EPls developed.
EN9. Use and emissions . Noozone-depleting substances are
ofozone-depleting used.
substances.
ENIO. NOx, SOx and NOx peryear Four EPls corresponding to the ORi
other significant air Chlorine per year ENIO core indicators have been
emissions by type. Hydrochloric acid per year developed for theautomotive
Ammonia per year components manufacturing company.
(All reponed in tonnes) All these EPls~ regulated by
national laws as explained in (Section
6, p.27). In addition. an EPI for
emission reduction has beendeveloped
for the automotive components
manufacturing company.
(continued)
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'.
(Table 9 con/1m/ttl)
GRI EPls code EPIa developed ror Discussion
automotive components
manuruturlng eompany
ENll.Totalamount ofwaste H81.JU'dous waste per month Three EPls relatedto the OR!
by type and destination. Non-hazardous waste per core indicator EN 11 have
month been developed for the
. Recycled I reused waste per automotive components
month manufacturing company.
Additionally, EPls for waste
minimization programmes
have beendeveloped for the
company. An EPI for
reporting waste asa
percentage 0 f materials
bought has also been
developed.
EN12. Significant discharges Volume discharged to public Nine EPls that relate to the
to water by type. sewer (kiloliters) OR! EN12core indicator
pH have beendeveloped for the
Electrical Conductivity (mS/m) automotive components
Sulphales (mgIl) manufacturing company.
Aluminium (mgll)
Sodium tmgll)
Chloride (mg/I)
Ammonium (mgll)
Available chlorine (mg/I)
(conl/nued)
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,(l'able 9 continued)
GR. EPI. code EPIa developed for DlKuuloD
automotive component.
. manufacturing company
EN13. Significant spills of Environmental incidents Two EPls related to theOR!
chemicals. oils and fuels in peryeor ENl3 core indicator hove been
terms oftotal number ond Environmental complaints developed for the automotive
volume. peryeor components manufacturing
company. To comply with the
ORI guideline EN 13,the
developed EPls will need to be
more specific and also indicate the
total volume of material
discharged, should an
environmental incident take place
e.g. aspill.
ENI4. Significant . Although there ore no EPls
environmental impacts of developed in the study
principal products and specifically for significant
services. environmental impactsof
principal product, the impacts of
the products will need to be
mentioned when the automotive
.:
components manufacturing
company's environmental report
isprepared.
ENIS. Pertentageofthe . No EPls were developedunder
weight ofproducts sold thot is this ORi core indicntor.
reclaimable at the end oftile
product's useful life.
(continued)
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(Table 9 continued)
GRI EPI.code EPIa developed for DlKuuloD
automotive compoDeDts
:
maDufaduriDg eompaDy
ENI6. Incidents ofand fines Incidents ofand fines for An EPI corresponding to the ORI
for non-compliBnce with non-compliance with ENl6 EPI has been developed for
applicable legislation. applicable legislation. the automotive components
manufacturing company.
As seen in the Table 9, the EPls developed related to row materials used, energy consumption,
water use and WIlStes for the automotive components manufacturing company relate to the ORt
core indicators for environmental performance. The evaluation done in this section shows thot
EPIs, specificolly for significant spills (ENI3), hove not been developed for the automotive
components manufacturing company, but were covered under EPls for incidents. Tbere arc no
EPls developed for measuring the supplier environmental performance and for measuring
impacts of the automotive components manufacturing company products and services as these
arc outside the scope of this study. Also there are no EPls developed for measuring the
significant environmental impacts (e.g. biodiversity) of the transportation used by theautomotive
components manufacturing company; these arc alsooutside the scope of this study.
In total, eleven out of the recommended sixteen ORI core indicators hove described by the EPIs
developed inthis study. The S GRI core indicators that have not been covered by EPIs developed
in this studyrelate to:
• EN2· percentage ofmaterials used that arc wastes (processed orunprocessed) from sources
external to the organization;
• EN6&: EN? • the impacts of the automotive cOmponents manufacturing company's activities
and products on biodiversity, as well the impacts of the company's supplychain activities and
services on biodiversity;
• EN 14 • significant environmental impacts ofcompany'sprincipal products;
• ENIS· percentage ofthe weight of products sold that is reclaimable at the end of the products
useful life.
The deficleDda Indicated above mainly relate to la.talnablUty reportlna. and wID need to
be taken note ohrbena IUltalnablllty report It prepared In tbe future.
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II.CONCLUSIONS
It was indicated in the introduction to this study that in the past, economic growth and business
development inSouth Africa used the country's resources with little concern for the environment.
Global environmental demands. I18tionallegal reforms and increased stakeholder expectations for
transparency resulted in South African companies needing to measure their environmental
performance. The selection ofcarefullyselected EPls can greatly aid companies in this purpose.
From the literature study undertaken inSection 4, it can be concluded that:
• Both nationally and internationally a great need has been Identified for widely accepted and
common indicators, e.g. EPIs, to benchmark company perfonnance and this has resulted in
the publishing of international ORI guidelines.
• The selection ofcarefully selected EPls relevant to the selected company is essential for both
environmental performance measurement (EPM), and environmental performance evaluation
(EPE).
• As the choice of EPls determines what data should be used to evaluate an organization's
performance it is advantageous to use data already available for EPls. The use of EPls (or
measurinr environmental performance can be done by companies with or without
environmental management systems.
The main aim of this study was to develop EPls consistent with an automotive components
manufacturing company's environmental policy, whichwould enable the automotive components
manufacturing company to measure its past, current and future environmental perfonnance in
terms of efficiency and environmental system effectiveness. The selected EPls were to aid the
automotive components manufacturing company io:
• tracking its environmental performance;
• detennining trends in consumption ofelectricity, gas. water and raw materials;
• detennining trends in waste generation;
• setting upachievable objectivesand targets and;
• preparing itsfirst environmental report.
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"In orderto develop the EPIs, as indicated in Section S. the automotive components manufacturing
company's processes were investigated. It was found that the process involves the mixing of
powders and liquid acids which may affect the employees' health and the environment. Also. on
subjection to high temperatures. the slurries made can release g8SCS that can have a negative
impact on the environment. The creation of scrap (waste) from these raw materials can also
impact the environment as this must be landfilled. From this section. it can therefore be
concluded that to make a decision on what EPls to use, investigating the process of the company
is important. EPIs for water. electricity. waste and training were indicated by examining the
processes of the automotive components manufacturing company. Owing to the proprietary
nature of the process and the chemicals used in the company under study, generic terms were
selected to describe the processes and chemicals (except acids and gases) used. This is
advantageous, as the EPls developed could then. with slight modifications, be used in any
process-based manufacturing company wonting to use similar EPls.
In Section 6. legislation applicable the automotive components manufacturing company and its
relevance to the automotive componentsmanufacturing company's activities was listed. It can be
concluded that the automotive components manufacturing company is affected by a whole
plethora of laws that were promulgated to protect the health and safety ofemployees, the public
and the environment (Table 3). From looking at these, it was apparent that the automotive
components manufacturing company is particularly affected by the laws pertaining to air
pollution. the transportation of dangerous substances and goods and water emissions, for which
EPls for legal compliance had to be developed.
.'In Section 7, the automotive components manufacturing company environmental policy and
significant aspects were discussed. It was noted that the automotive components manufacturing
company had an all embracing policy to address issues of training, energy management. air,
water, and sewer pollution. The developed EPls were to also enable the measurement of the
company performance against these policy statements. The EPls developed in Section 8. are
relevant to the environmental policy of the automotive components manufacturing company.
This is important as these EPls can then assist in the continual improvement of the automotive
components manufacturing company's environmental management system.
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The application of the EPls in Section 9 indicated that the EPls developed arc useful in
determining the consumption trends of the automotive components manufacturing company data
with regard to water.; gas. and electricity consumption. The EPls showed the concept of
companblUty. as comparisons could be made with past years. Overall. the EPls showed that the
automotive components manufacturing company was using water more efficiently In 2002
compared to the years 1999 to 2001. Gas consumption showed a decreasing trend whilst
electricity consumption increased. The graphed EPls for electricity Indicated inefficient usc of
electricity in 2002 compared to the years 1997 to 2001. Owing to the high cost of electricity to
the company (approximately one million rands per month), further investigation will need to be
cnrried out to find the cause ofthc indicated inefficiencies, including a review of thedecision to
substitute gasboilers by electric boilers in2002. Such an investigation will also need to take into
account the greenhouse gasemission contribution 0 f each type ofenergy source used.
The application ofthe EPls showed thot the company's increase inproduction had not resulted in
a significant increase in waste generation. (There was a 1.7% woste increase between 2001 and
2002 compared to a production increaseof 14.9% during thesame period). The application ofthe
developed EPls further indicated thot management initiatives started by the automotive
components company with regard to waste management, probably assisted by environmental
training, resulted in improved environmental performance. This was deduced from the increasing
trend observed for the re-use and the recycling of waste, compared to the decreasing trend
observed for the disposal of waste. The EPls were also shown to aid the target setting for
improving efficiencies (Section 9).
The developed EPls developed were evaluated agiunst the international ORI EPls in Section 10.
It can be concluded that the developed EPls did not cover environmental impacts of the
automotive components manufacturing company's products and the supply chain impacts on
biodiversity. These deficiencies will need to be addressed when preparing a sustainability report•
•
The developed EPls are suggested as a tool to assist the automotive components manufacturing
company to benchmark its perfonnnnceagainst that of sister companies. The use of EPls will
aid the automotive components manufacturing company in its quest to:
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"• decrease costs related to consumption of energy (electricity and gas). water and raw
materials;
• increase operatio~ efficiencies:
• decrease waste and costsassociated with waste:
• measure thedegree ofsuccess of initiatives to improve environmental performance:
• publish the company's very first environmental report;
• benchmark performance with sister companies;
• measure performance of its environmental management system; and
• continually improve its performance.
Although developed for an automotive components manufacturing company, the EPls are
generic, and can be applied to any process-based manufacturing company, after minor
adjustments.
It can be concluded that the development of relevant and meaningful EPls for an automotive
components manufacturing company was achieved and that interesting facets in relation to water,
gas. electricity, and waste were highlighted.
12. RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on thedeveloped EPls the following is recommended:
I. The automotive components manufacturing company should investigate the effect the
increased number of passes has on electricitr consumption. Electricity consumption costs
increased drastically by 34.4% between 2001 and 2002, whereas production had increased by
a mere 14.9%.
2. The automotive components manufacturing company should inStall energy meters to
accurately measure which of its new machines are causing observed inefficiencies in energy
usc. The efficiency in the use of electricity was found to be worst, at 8.6 kilowatt-hours per
piece when compared to all previous years 1997·2001. Presently the company is using one
meter for measurement ofall electricity on siteand therefore cannot measure the effICiency of
specific machines.
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ANNEXURE A:TilE ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY OFTilE AUTOMOTIVE
COMPONENTS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
WEWILL:-
• Ensure that our site opemtions meet legal, customer, and company requirements.
(PoUey statement I)
• Tmin our people to be environmentally conscious and develop an ottitude of constant
improvement to achieve on acceptable standard. (Polley statement 2)
• Promote high standards ofenergy management. (Polley statement 3)
• Establish effective controls in compliance with statutory regulations and company
environmental policies. (Policy statement 4)
• Eliminate air pollution releases from our operations. Where elimination is not presently
achievable, oW' intermediate goal is reduction. (Polleystatement S)
• Strive to reduce discharge to sewers and minimize all pollution to surface waters from
operations, (Policy statement 6)
• Strive to minimise all waste, particularly hazardous waste, and ensure all waste is properly
and safely managed from generation through handling, storage to ultimate disposal or
recycling. (policy statement 7) e '
• Ensure that oW' operations cause minimal visual impact and nuisance to the public. (polley
statement 8)
• Design and maintain processes, facilities and equipment to ensure a safe working
environment for all employees and create a sofe living environment for all our neighbours,
through the action ofall our employees. (PoU~ I.atement9)
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ANNEXURE B: DETERMINATION OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
ASPECTS AND IMPACTS
Depar1ment I Am
Activity I Product I Servlee
Environmental AJpett
Date
TABLE I. SIGNIFICANCE EVALUATION CRITERIA
CIRCLE APPROPRIATE INPUT
SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA YES/NO
I. Potential for Regulatory or Legal Exposure YES NO
2. Can affect human health and safety (Company's Risk Assessment YES NO
Protocol tobe used)
3. Can affect company image YES NO
4. Can raise the concerns of interested parties YES NO
S. Are costly orcon result in cost soving YES NO
<RIO 000 I<RIOO 000 1<RIOOOOOO
IF ANSWER IS YES TO ANY OF THE ABOVE, THEN TImASPECT IS SIGNIFICANT.
THE ASPECT MUST ME CONSIDERED IN SE1TING UP OBJECTIVES AND TAROETS
AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMMES (EMPs).
IF TIIEREISNO "YES" TO ANY OFTIlE ABOVE, PROCEED TO TABLE 2, BELOW.
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TABLE 2. IMPACfS ON THE RECEIVING ENVIRONMENT
CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE INPUT
Normal I Abnormal I Emel"Reney Opentinl Conditions
Air Medium
No impact
~ay cause visual impact
May cause odour
May cause global warming. acid rain. VOCs
May cause damage toplant and animals
Severely toxic tohumans and animals
Water Medium
No impact
Taints water but crates no long-term effects
May cause high TOS, COD, pH and shock aquatic organisms
May cause longterm adverse effects
Severely toxic toaquatic organisms
.'
Land /Soli M~ium
No impact
Affects habitat but does not cause damage
No longterm impact (able to recover)
Long-term impact adverse effects
Difficult to recover
I
2
3
4
S
6
I
2
3
4
S
I
2
3
4
S
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Nuisance
No complaint
2
Expected complaint from employees
Expected complaint from neighbouring companies
Expected complaint from community
3
4
The consequence ofany environmental hazard willdepend on the quantities released and their
concentration in the environment.
Releases to airbelow the limits set byCAPCO and effluent releases below the Ekurhuleni
Council Effluent limits canbe considered to have low environmental significanceeven though
they may be hazardous.
Abnormalor accidental conditions may result in largereleases and consequently, they must
also be evaluated.
TABLE3: QUANTITY CRITERIA
CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE SCORE
ClasslficatioD of release Score
Below any statutory limits 1
Unto 1 ka 2
1·100 ka 3
101·1000 ka 4
1001-10,000 ksz S
> 10OOOkg 6
EVALUATION
MULTIPLY SCORE FROM EACH MEPIUM IN TABLE2 BY TABLE 3 SCORE,
IFTilE RESlJI,T ISAnOVE 10 THEASPECT IS SIGNIFICANT, IT MUST BE
CONSIDERED IN SE1TING UP OF OBJECTIVES AND TARGETS AND
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMMES,
Table 2 Score: Table 3 Score: Final Score:
Significance:
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Wate'"
ENS. Totalwater usc. EN20. Water sources and related ecosystcms I
habitats significantly affected bythe
organization's usc ofwater.
Include Ramsar-listed wetlandsand the overaU
contribution to resulting environmental trends.
EN21. Annual withdrawals of ground and surface
watcr asapercentagc ofannual renewablc quantity
of water available fromthe sources.
Breakdown by region.
EN22. Total recycling and water reuse ofwater.
Include waste watcr and other used watcr (e.g.
cooling water).
Blodlvenlty
EN6. Location and size of land owned, leased, or EN23. Total amount of land owned, leased or
managed in biodivcrsity - rich habitats. managed for production activities orextractive
Further guidance onbio-diversity rich habitats usc.
may be found atwww.g1Qbalreponing,ors
forthcoming)
EN7. Description ofmajor impacts on biodiversity EN24. Amount of impermeable surface asa
associated with the organization's activitics and I percentagc ofland purchased or leased.
orproducts and services in terrestrial, freshwater,
and marine environments.
.'
EN2S.lmpaetsofactivities and operations on
protected and sensitive orcas.
(c.g.IUCN protected area categories 1-4, world
heritage sites, and biosphere reserves),
EN26. Changes to natural habitats resulting from
activities and opcrDtions and percentage ofhabitat
protected orrestored.
Identify type ofhabitat and itsstatus.
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.: EN27. Objectives. programmes, and targets for
protecting and restoring native ecosystems and
species in degraded areas.
EN28. Number oflUCN Red List species with
habitats in areas affected by the reporting
organi1Jltion's operations.
EN29. Business unitscurrentlyoperating or
planning opel'Dtions inor around protected or
sensitive areas.
. Emissions, Emuent, and Wiste
EN8. Greenhouse gllS emissions. EN30. Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas
(C02, CHe, N20, HFCs. PFCs, SF6).Report emissions. (COz, CH~, N:zO, HFCs. PFCs. SF6) .
separate subtotals ofeach gos in tonnesand in Refers to emissions that arc a consequence of
tonnes ofC02 equivalent for the following: activities of the reporting entity, but occur from
• Directemissions from sources owned or sources owned orcontrolled byanother entity.
controlled by reporting entity Report in tonnes of gas and tonnes ofC<h
• Indirect emissions from imported electricity equivalent).
heat or steam.
Sec WRI-WBCSD Greenhouse Gas Protocol.
EN9. Uscand emission ofzone-depleting
substances.
Report each figure separately in accordance with
Montreal Protocol Annexes At B. C and E in
tonnes ofCFC.1I equivalents (ozone depleting
potential).
e '
EN31. All production, transport, import. or export
of any waste deemed "hazardous"under the terms
of the Basel Convention AnnexI, II, III, and VIII.
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EN IO. NOx.SO~ and othersignificant air
emissions by type.
Includc cmissions ofsubstances regulated under:
• Local laws and regulations
• Stockholm POPs Convcntion (Annex A. B,
and C)- persistent organic pollutants
• Rotterdam Convention on Prior informed
Consent (PIC)
• Helsinki, Sofm, and Geneva Protocols to the
Convention on Long-Rangc Trnnsboundary
Air Pollution
ENII. Totalamount ofwostc by type and
destination.
"Destination" refers to the method bywhich waste
istreated, including composting, re-use, recycling.
recovery. incineration, or Iandfilling. Explain type
ofclassification and estimation method.
ENI2. Significant discharges to water by type. See
OR! Watcr Protocol.
EN13.Significant spills ofchemicals, oils, and
fuels in terms oftotal number and totalvolume.
Significance isdefined in tcrmsofboththe size of
the spill andthe impact on the surrounding
environment.
EN32. Water sources and related ecosystems I
habitats affected by dischargesof water and
runoff.
Include Ramsar-listed wetlandsand the overall
contribution to resulting environmental trends.
SeeORI Water Protocol.
Supplien
EN33. Performance ofsuppliers relative to
environmental components ofprogrammes and
procedures described in ~sponsc to Management
systems and Governance sectionofOuidclines (As
insection 3.16 oftbe ORJ guidelines) (ORl.2002)
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'l Produetl and Senlen
ENI4.Significant environmental impacts of
principal products and services.
Describe and quantify where relevant.
EN IS. Percentage ofthc weight ofproduets sold
that is reclaimable at the end ofthe products'
useful lifeand pereeetage that is actually
reclaimed.
"Reclaimable" refers to either the recycling or
reuse ofthe product materials or components.
Compliance
EN16.Incidents ofand fines for non-compliance
will all applicable international declarations I
conventions I treaties, and national. sub-notional,
regional, and local regulations associated with
environmental issues.
Explain in term! ofcountries ofoperation.
Transport
EN34. Significant environmental impacts of
transportation used for logistical purposes.
Overall
EN3S. Total environmental expenditure by type.
Explain defmitions used oftypesofexpenditures.
\ . ",
\ ,;'
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